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Out, of the. Daricness.
An initocluatilibv Fran lin Mullen,

ChOrrnan, Urban E 000

Perhaps we are Intelldcfnaily, 'spiritually and metaphysically -
phototropic and our ultimate instincts for survival and fulfillment'
Wilr be'guided by and drawn toward the light of understanding.

4.

We kre imp ing ourselves
formation eta with the -urgency -typical of
an infeCtedoiganysin desperate to develop
antibodies, The perception that the man-
agement of our 'olsourceS4s in a preCarious
state pf imbalance is .prevalent. Disenchant-
ment and alienation 'are skyrycketing,'and

,.'young, people are finding it increasingly
difficult to invest their hbpes and energy in
an uncetai uture clouded fUrther by con-
.front#tiori, p lariiation and the paralysis
of special i fexests.

Wearefaciiig a collapse of the teaching
professiorr?and if We allow that, whowill
guide young people into the process of
learning and.growing in a -waS, that is both
healthy for them and healthy for a SkIciety
in ,,which the family support, system is
becoming increasingly less effective?

WitK.this awareness,Nie have apparel ty
made the colleCtivesubconscious deci on
that to maser science at a rate fasterithan,
'we master ourselves is courting tragedy.
Our social programs and- governmental,
interventions appear, as 'mere expedient
Band-Aids being placed and re-placed on
symptoms as a futile resistance to a stead-
ily, deteriorating quality ot life-- a race
Against -the disintegration of our social
fabric in Which Ware losing ground.

No. wonder we have concluded that
decisionakers either lack information br

are unable to use it well:
to raise
impro
triakin

he general infor
ritical thitikin

skills.

e face the need.
ati -1 vel and

ion-

Education redefined; which it
communitation and information handling
and ever,thing that occurs from cradle to

t,gralze and intrauterine,- is at th causal
level and is the 'Major Source of ope to
reverse these feared trends

Many of us haveparticip s !Tim-
bers of various institutions in the .intro-Y.
duction .of useful ideas: in response. to the
peeds of changing time only to be frus-

,tiVed by :inertiaand ;the turfclOrn or com-
Atitiyen9ss of those who were hot involved
and were apprehenSive of the posSibility ofkl
hidden agendas.

Out of this frqstratioo was born the
concept of a neutral vehicle in which we
could all participate, independent' of our
,special interests, a"Switzerland" of emerg-
ing consciousness, where truth could be
spoken and information shared .without
reservation. Therefore: Urban Ed 2000.

Through conferences and seminars we
have advertised for all 'who are awake and
aware, and knoW and care, to share with
us their thoUghts abotit"the future. 1.iil-

dren born in the early l004iwill be gradu-,
ating frond secondary. school in the year
2000. What will the world be like then and

3



how ready-will they be to ta heif place
in it'? .

We would likie ,to the most a
vanced thinking 'around -the planet and
publish it annually without advocacy: We '

'would like to serve existing institutions 1)y,
Providing a neutral medium theough'whch
they can derive synergistic benefits.; And
we will serve responsible emergtpginSfitu-,
tions by helping in thdir efforts to achieve'
the dignity of recognition.

IB

publiCaticolobut a sample, ittgll
first step in an effort to assist in raising the
information level of policymakers and
those who influence them.:Wittryour help,

co- ntributor or reader,, this annual
"ca log Of options" will grow to.help Us
align . intelligence-with our vision.

The,se pages include the ideas and pro-
gramsgrams of may thoughtful and dedicated
persons. Youare, welcome to join us in This
and future checkpoints.
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Projection: If we continue lixith our present trends
collision course of inekorable forces?

and

,

priorities are we charting a disastrous
-
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Getting There From Here
knew civt.i
everywhere

ation is emerging in our
re trying to suppeess it.

We re clinging t
future.

lives, and blind men

Alvin Toffler
The Third Wave

he known past In fear of the unknown

John Naisbitt
Megatrends

A child born in 1983 will be graduating
from high school in the year 2006. 0,f
course, he or she will reach that apex only
if our formal education system remains
structured prejty much as it is ---- if chil7
dren continue to enter kindergarten at the
age of five and proceed through 13 years
of graded, sequential schooling.

However, the society- into which the
1983 child will be born is in the throes of
unprecedented change, socially, econom-
ically-and politically. Consider:

Socially, the traditional nuclear family
of a working father, at -horse mother and
one or more children 70 percent of all
American households during the Eisen-
hower presidential years of the 1950s
now accounts for only 15percent of all
households in the nation. Single person
households.grew from 10 percent in 1950
to 23 percent in the late 1970s.

Economically. we have moved from af-
fluence to inflation. Americans are driving
smaller cars, retaining them longer and
using them less. Mortgage interest rates,
whi_fila peaked in mid-1982, are still so high
that many young families are being denied
or forced to defer e great American
dream of owning thei own home. Lasting
employment is-no Ion era near certainty,
even for college graduates.

lineally, power has shifted from the
naion's capitol, froM Congress and the
President, lo the states and local commu-
nities: And party politics has given way to
issue politics. Legislators at all levels in-
creasingly cater to the demands of special
interest groups. As John Gardner has. oh-
served, we'vo become so pluralistic that
the parts are fighting against the: whole.

Chiseled into a granite. block next to an
entrance to the National Archives in
Washington, D.C., are,the words, "What
is past is prologue." Before looking ahead
17 years to the kind of world we may be
living in at the turn of a new century, and
the kind of educational opportunities that
should bir then be available, it's both
intriguing and instructive to look back
over the same time span and recall some of

. the changes that hase marked the Ameri-
can scene since the mid-1960s.

Individually, we have undergone what
social analyst Dania! Yankelovich terms a
transfcrreation from a self-denial to a self-
fulfillment ethic. Millions of Americans
'have turned away from the long-standing
tradition of seeking a successful life
throu.gh work, spouse and, childrensup-

: pression of frustrations and a sense of
loyalty to job, family and community..ln-
stead, they have redefined the meaning if
success and modified both their attitudes

5



As As the number of agricultural and industrial jobs decline, service and information jobs
increase, 1860-1980. (From Colorado Business, July 1982. Reprinted by permission.)

and approaches to career, family, leisure
and relationships. They are experimenting
with different lifestyles, reassessing what
is important to _them, seekfrig out new
experiences.

Collectively, we are now in transition
from an industrial to an information
society. A dazzling array of electronic tech-
nology has made possible instant com-
munication and an explosion of informa-
tion. Researcher John Naisbitt says, "We
now mass-produce information the way
We used to" mass-prod uce cars."The.popu-
lar futurist Alvin Toffler sees this trans-

..formation from industry to information as
a "third wave" in the history of civilization,
the fi st having been marked by the advent
of a culture-and the second by the indus-
trial revolution.

Specifically, there have been substantial
changes in the ways we relate to one
another, what we expect and demand of

6

our federal government and in the vitality
of our economic system:

As Theodore H. White notes in America
, in,Search of Itself, first youth, then blacks

and other minorities and finally women
revolted: youth against the war in Vietnam,
minorities against a century of unmet

/promises and women against centuries of
male domination. -

At the same time, ithe federal govern-
ment increasingly intervened into the daily
life of more and more of its citizens. First

4 came a variety of new entitlement pro-
.grams anti-poverty measures, Medicare,
aid to education, for example. Then came
a wave of regulations, including minority
hiring qUotas and health and safety stan-
dards. White observes that -"government
had ceased to be, as Franklin Roosevelt
once saw it, the umpire between business
and labor, between rich and poor; it had
become the nourisher of dependency."

- 10
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Yankelovich believes thtee factors con-
tributed to a general economic decline:
(I) the unanticipated increasing annual
cost of new federal entitlement programs;
(2) the increttsing-c.pst of imported oil; and
(3) reduced American.competitiyeness in
world markets; the automobile *kr4lustry
being a prinie example.

And the declining economy, combined
with the humiliations of Vietnam and the
Iranian hostage crisis, contributed to a
growing sense of reduced American power
and prestigA

From Conant to Crisis'

the mid-I960s, the most widely known
and highly regarded voice in American
education undoubtedly was that of the
72- year -old president-emeritus of Harvard
University, James B. Conant. He had just
completed a series of studies that began in
early 1959 with a post-Sputnik report on

,

the American high school and inclu ed ai
few. Myears later e prophetic Shun. and
Suburbs. ..

Althougti Conant correctly anticipated
and alerted education policymakers to such
developments as rising minority group dis-
satisfaction and art increasing federal role
in education affairs, even he failed to
foresee the scope and magnitude of what
was td come: , .

Equal Opportunity. Schools became a
local point for many of the changes that
took place in AmeriCan society after Presi-
dent Kennety's assassitfation in late 1963.
Frustrated mMorities black's, hispanics,
women and the handicapped increased
thejr demands and expectations of public
education as a way to expand and extend
their opportunities. Through legislation
and litigation they gained more equal edu-

,.cationapportunities. Compensatory and
bilingual education programs were devel-
oped, handicappeth dents were brought
into the Mainstrea of schooling, women
seemed to achieve greSter equity and

,
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sc\`-t,

.
Ihool finance reforms appeared to'bring
more fairness .to the system as a Whole.

IncreasedPetnands. At the same
schools were increasingly expected .tO ad-
dress a greater numbet .andvarioty of
nee-ds.,enttiries of racial conflict were to-
be' atleyiated through school rather than
corrimilhity. desegregation. Some children c.

were hungry, so the schools-were asked to
feed them breakfast as well as lunch. To
prevent childhood diseases., children were
expected-to have proof of immunization
before they could enter.the schoolhouse.-
To promote the .work ethic of e declining
indstrial:society, schools were,encoutaged
to develop curricula. in career :education.
Even sucbseeminglY priVote aspects of life
as 'sex and prayer engendered .school -
reined controver§ies. AmeriCans devel-
oped. a penchant' for turning to their
schools to make, up for the deficiencies
and failures of families and. oilier social
institutions..

Professional Fragmentation. The con-
cept of professional unity within theedit-
cation community was shattered as teach-.
ers, toe,: became more Militant.:Teacher
unions grew rapidly, strikes multiplied and
.collective bargainingforteachers became'
law in 'many states, another example of
special- interest politics.

BUt the governance and administration
of education also was being fragmented,
thanks largely to the proliferatkin of.fed-
eral and state categorical aid 'entitlement
programs, each with its own constituency,
its' own rules and regulations,. its own
reporting system. The funds-all came from
the same well, but without a coordinated
flow or means of delivery.. The result; at-
the local school district level was an ad,,,
ministrativenightinare..

Changing Clientele. Quantum' changes
in the nature of American)ociety, aorticu-
larly in family life, have resulted in 01'1001s
being expected to serve students from
backgroundsand experiences that 'differ
significantly from those othehildren brily a
generation ago. A few specifics:

Smaller families. Women are now
haying their first child . later in life,
are spacing children' Glpser together

and having fewer of them.This means
the average studeht today his fewer
brother§ and sisters with whom to
relate. At the, sAme time, theft has
been a desline,in,the number of
"extenderamilies'-', thosethat
elude additional family, members
such as mandparents in the same
household. t r
More working mothers. A majority
of inothers are now .'part of the no-,
don's workforce. They no longerare:
home- during the day. ,Millions of
children now go from school to a
home withoUt an adult present.
Moresingle-pa ent tontines. Ari esti-
mated 40 percen of all .scho6I-age.,
children nownend at least art of
their' childhood in a home wi only
one arent. usually a wo ing

r.
More re- school experiences. An esti:
mated 50 percent of all pre-school-
age children now spend some time in
some kind of institutionalized setting

child care center, nursery school
etc.
Impact of mass media. By the age of
I8, the average person today has
spent more time viewing television
than attending school or being with,
his or her parents. And: the increased
variety of mass media televiSion,
literature, music and films .that are
so readily available in children and
youth today often ranges' in quality
from the bland.to the vulgar:

In addition to these conkquences of
economic neaessig and:the self-fulfilltnent
ethic, increasing numbers.Of children
who a generation or: more ago had. been
discarded remain in school; a gap: has
developed between achievernentxpeeta-
ions aria reality. Theifocus of Conant
:reports was quality sehodling. But si e

the mid -1960s the nation has .chtse to
emphasize equality of opportunity: e

..result, as psychologist Jerome Arun o -
serves: "We did not fully grasp the i por
tance of keeping alive our interes i quak
iii while working pnthe achieve ent of

,
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equality. So now. we_ are distressed. by ,
falling standards."

. Naisbitt believes the current generation
of high sehool.griiduates, is the "first gen-
eration in ,Ainerican history to graduate
less skilledthan.its parents."

'View of the 'Future

.Although pessimistic:views.of.the future
see.tn'to kr try, vogue, some analysts of the
contemporary scene believe encouraging
signs are emerging.

ankeloyich, for example, sees the.,
American people moving away from the
self - fulfillment ethic of the 1970s toward
what he calls an "ethic of commitment."
Learning through often painful experience
that true self-fulfillment is subverted by
self.-indulgence, Americans are gradually
evolving new social principles, Yankelo-
vich believes, ',shifting their focus away
from self and toward linkages with the
outside world: The new ethic he sees
emerging willPrekrve important older

:.,,values. Horn the self-denial era and safe-
guard certain. new Ones won over the past
decade. For eXample, he anticipates that
we will have both political 'freedom and
greater individual autonomy.

Toffler believes that 'in a "third wave"
Civilization peoPle not only have the

. opportunity to be more creative,and flex-
.ible, but that they will be expected to be
: so. ,I-le'sees,people thriving in new modes

; of society and consciousness, creating the
"firSt truly hUmane civilization in recorded
bistOry." J

. As'for the future of education,. those re-
sponsible for planning and policymaking

..mightibegi.n.by 'considering some present
`conditions that prOntise to persist for many

. ..years to come. In Constructing, scenarios
for...their, study of theluture of `the world,
Sev;e'ti rbinorroh's,, *Stanford University
researchers identified;aozen such condi-

: .tions'.that constitute .the ."momentum. of
history'.". and ;constrain bOth.present. and
future behavior . .

Following' afe,a feW such preconditions
that prOvide. some parameters for specula-

tions about educational endeavors over
the next two dedades;

Contimied divergence of values and
lifestyles: The Stanford researchers
believe:that "whether we continue to
be rich or contract into regional
pockets of dep,ressed economies," the
movement toward a diversified,
"heterogeneous stew of peoples, val-
ues and goals," will continue. There
appears to. be little or no prospect
that the nuclear f;.inily will ever again
dominate the. American scene. In-
stead. lye will continue to have lower
birthrates, many single-parent fami-
lies and working mothers.

An aging population. Lower birth-
rates mean fewer students and work-
ers and proportionately more older
citizens. A "graying" population will
demand increased' public concern for
the needs of the elderly and a cor-
respondingly reduced focus on the
needs-of youth. And a smaller work'

force will be called upon to provide'
'the tax dollars necessary for public
services for both.

Slowing economic growth plus bur-
densowe debt. The Stanford research-
ers found that strong economic
growth would require an unlikely
Combination of conditions, including
a growing workforce. In addition,
they noted that as the 1980s began.
public and private debt in America
exceeded $5 trillion. .Not only will
education have to compete with the
elderly for public support, but the
amount of public funds available for
public services may be further limited
by economic constraints.

Less child-centered society. Toffler
believes* that as public attention shifts
from youth to the elderly, as more
working mothers devote ess energy
to their children and as economic
realities defuse expectations that chil-
dren can do better than their parents,
there is and will continue to be far

1 13



less focus on the needs and vnts of
children. Parent. w dl becothe less
permissie. he belie% es. and adoles-
cence will not he as lone or as painful
a process as-,it has been. But less
parental and rmblic concern for chil-
dren may "Well he Lranslated into less
interest in schools and education.

( characler (?1..qhool eurull
mern.%. Demographic .studies and en-
rollment projections indicate t has
mer the next decade or more them
will he proportiOnayy more minor-
ity student.. primarily black and
hispanic. att,...niline the natio'n's
schools. Historically. these are the
students our schools have set.% ed
least effectively. And their parents
often lack political influetye. lit
other wiirds. people with less clout
are becomine those with the greatest
stake in public education.

., piAenchammem with I'd/kw/ion. In
....An 1i:complete Guide 10 the- rwure.

Willis Harman of Stanfoid observes
that even as more of the workfriree.

. becomes better educated the number
:of meaningful.and' interesting jobs is
declinitig. As a result., he warns. in-
crca'sing numbers of Americans may
become disillusioned with education
unles challenging new.employnient
opportuniti6 are created.'

I hose who are concerned about shaping
educational policies ot.;\ iously Should take,
such constraints into consideration when
planning for the future. In addition. before
anticipating the consequences of .recent
findings about how people learn ear the'
potential impact of computer technology
on pare.nts. students and teachers. they
might take a hard look at what could he
done w ith what we already have how
much better our existing schools could he.

New Directions Transforming Our Lives
In his book, Megatrends, researcher John Naisbitt identifies 10 trends that are

reshaping American life. Each has implications that will result in profound changes in
the way we live and think, Naisbitt believes. For example, agricultural societies look to
the past for patterns of sowing and reaping, industrial societies look to the present as
the bottom-line, but the 'information society will look to the future, for the principal
role of information-gathering is to guide future actions and produce future results.

Following are Naisbitt's 10 "megatrends":

From To

Industrial society Information society
Forced .technology High technology balanced by

human response
National economy World economy
Short-term planning and actions Long term planning and actions
Centralization Decentralization
Institutional help Self-help
Representative democracy Participatory democracy
Hierarchies Networking
North r South (Sunbelt)
Either/or .. Multiple option

In addition, Naisbitt foresees a move from physics-oriented technologies to
biology-oriented technologies, from a managerial society to an entrepreneurial
society, from. left-brain thinking to right-brain thinking, from resource exploitation to
resource conservation and from the Mindy as the basic living unit to the individual as
the basic unit.

10
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H A P T T H R

Why Not The Best?

. -

At moments of grave social discontent, the politics of public
education tend to resort to the same excesses in rhetoric and
dialectic as do the politics of the nation. Failure to attain'the
ideal then is increasingly mistaken for failure of the ideal itself.

Fred M. and Grace Hechinger
' Growing Up In America,

To the extent that school Officials inform themselves about the
new research and take it to heah, the decade ahead could be a
period of renewal for Amerlcan education.

We are beginning to learn what works,
what makes for effective schooling. Find-
ings from educational research studies over
the past 10 years or so indicate with often
remarkable consistency that certain school
.pplicies can pay off in improved learning
for all children. According to educational.
historian Diane Ravitch, "The most impor-
tant fact about these findings,, from a
variety of researchers, is that they estab-
lish that schools do make a difference and
that school policies can lead to higher edu-
cational,achievemeht, regardless of family
backgrOund."

Educational research is emerging from
its infancy. In 1968, it was estimated that
there were 15,000 persons .engaged full-
time in finding ways to improve agricul-
tural prOductivity. Another 60,000 persons
were investigating the health sciences. But
less than 2,000 persons were involved in
education research. -

Since then, thanks to substantial in-
creases in public and private support, more
intensive and sophisticated research

Diane Ravitch
Schools Make a Difference Igo

ti

most of it school and classroom rather
than laboratory or statistics centered,
has een undertaken, with some notable
result .

As his unprecedented 'surge in educa-
tion research got underway, preliminary
and early returns were not promising to
those who believed in the efficacy of public
schooling. Indeed, for many years it
seemed possible to cite research findings
to "prove" either side of any school-related
debate. In some cases, this continues to be
true. But even more unsettling to those
who believed education could' bring about
economic and social equality were findings
from two well-publicized studies. Loth
sociologist 'Jatnes Coleman's 1966 survey
of equal educational opportunity and a
1972 followup report on inequality by
Christopher Jencks suggested that family
background contributed More to a per-
son's ultimate success or .failure than 'elle
impact of -schools. In other words, if
you came to school poor or otherwise-
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disadVantaged there appeared to he.built-.
in limits on how much could be accom-
plished.

At about the same time,'Charles Silber-
popular book, Crisis in the Class-

room. concluded that neither pedagogical
practitioners nor educational researchers
knew how to improve school productivity, '
Particularly fOr children who suffered so-
cial or econorhic disadvantages.

In the pliblic mind, education had gone'
from being the panacea for all social ills

the euphoria of the Great Society era
to anineffective anachronism that stimu-
lated calls for deschooling society.

Public dissatisfaction with apparent
school failures, combfined with the desire
of a few professionals to find something
that worked, led to a resurgence in the
'wave of innovation that had begun to

7:4 , sweep American edudpion following Sput-
nik., First to improve quality, then to
provide equality, experimental and alter-
native schoc.Iing schemes'were established,
new curricula and technology introduced,
open classrooms and team teaching at-
tempted. Inevitably, gimmicks anti' fids
appeared.

But now the findings of educational
researchers are beginning to converge on a
few relatively simple and inexpensive in-
dicators of school effectiveness. If adopted
by school systems across the country, they
could provide all children with equal
_opportunities to gain quality schooling,
regardless of their socioeconomic
backgrounds.. Some Of these indicators
apply to the school as a whole, others are
classroom - related,

School-based Indicators

The major shortcoming of most post-
'Sputnik and post-Coleman efforts to im-
prove the effectiveness and productivity of
American schools appears to be a failure
to focus on what researchers now regard
as the single most important organic unit
for educational change: the individual
school. Bad enough that curricula, organi-
zational and instructional reforms were
developed independently of one another,

14
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so they not only lacked synthesis but were
sometimes counterproductive. They also
shared a common flaw: They were almost,
always itposed on schools by outside
forces the district superintendent. local
school board or state or federal officiaW.

. Schools subjected to such reform efforts
would go through the expected motions,
mouth the proper jargon and go on doing
business pretty much as beforef.Eventually
the reform-effort would .prove to have
tailed, funds would be withdrawn, and the
school could drop its pretenses. Most
educational reform efforts have been
ephemeral.

But Some schools have succeeded in pro-
viding quality education. Three researchers
who have sought out and found such
schools in settings as disparate as Cali-
fornia, the American northeast and inner-
city.London are John Goodlad of UCLA,
Ronald Edmonds of Harvard and Michael
Rutter of the University of London. They
have found that each school, good or bad,
is a distinct social system with its o4,vn
culture, "ethos" and climate, which is
chiefly responsible for its successor failure.

Not surprisingly, the single most essen-
tial ,ingredient of an effective sch6ol is an
effective principal. "We did sometimes find
highly effective principals presiding over,
ineffective schools, but 'we never found an
effective school that was not presided over
by an effective princi'pal," Edmonds
observes.

A 1980,analysis of seven research studies
on the role of school principals under -
taken by the Northwest Regional Educa-
tional Laboratory in Portland indicates.
that the difference between high-and low-
achieling schools with similar demographic
characteristics is the leadership provided
by th8 principal, particularly in instruc-
tional planning and decision making. The,
research indicated that the positive effect
of a principal's instructional leadership is
both direct, as when he or she observes
and participates in classroom activities,
and indirect, as when teachers and princi-
pals work together to develop clearly de-

-fined instructional goals and strategies.
In his four -year study of a dozen Lon-

don secondary schools, Rrgtter found

it
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Clastei Beneficial?.
_One of the ni6st inyesti.gited. aspects of education has produced no clear-cut

research findings. The relationship between clasd size and Studen,t achievement
remains controversial and uncertain.

Teachers, students and parents generally believe that smaller claSses result in
higher achievement and better student and teacher morale than do larger classes. They
contend that improved achievement and fewer discipline problems justify the admittedly
higher costs of smaller classes.:'

Many school administrators, school board members and taxpayers counter these
arguments by claiming that since there is no firm research evidence that smaller classes
automatically promote improved learning, the additional cost cannot be justified:

As a result, the resolution of local school district budget battles Or teacher.contract
disputes often hinged on discussions about class-size,of pupil-teacher. ratioS. Increasing
or reducing the number of students in classrooms throughout a school system'can mean
a difference of hundreds of thousands or even millions of dollars in a local school
district's annual budget.

Research on the educational effects of class size dating back to the late 1800s has
produced only a little practical guidance for school policymakers. What evidence that
does exist tends to Support Only three general conclusions:

Within a range bf 25-34 pupils, class size seems to have little, if arty, impact on
the academic achievement of most students.
Classes smaller than 25 are beneficial for pupils in kindergarten through .grade
three, studentS of lower than average academic ability at all grade levels and
'pupils from II:Ay-income families.
Few benefits of smaller classes are possible unless teacher jadart their methods
and styles to such a situation. -

A detailed st.Irvey of research on-clas s size, conducted by the Educational' Research
Service in 1978, concluded that decades of studies on the issue ''fail to justify small
overall reductions in class size or pupil-teacher ratio by a school board as a matter of

. general policy.'"
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that effective schools have an aura of
success; staff and students shared high
Apectations of one another, both in per-
sonal behavior.a,nd academic performance.

.Edmonds ekes five characteristics.of an
effective school:.

Strong adriAistrative
A schgol climate that is safe, orderly
a.nd focused oh learning. ,
Clearly understood teaching objec-
tives that are shared by the 'entire
school. staff." A school. miist care
about some instructional ObjeCtives
more than others." he notes. If you`
leave teachers free to clecid for

.'.thernselv.es whai to :emphasize' arid
.what Lose a sense .of
'Cohesion: . .

Hiih expectations for all st nts.',
Frequent assFssment of progress.
The significance of achievement

data as the funda,Mental basis for
pragramin.aluation is not so. much
that:it tells you what to do as it tells
you what you must not do," Ed-
m'onds 'says. "The most 'effective
schools tenifed to' spend as much
time aborting things that didn'twork
as they ,spent their time trying to
gravitate toward things that did."

Classrool-based Indicators
1

In one of the most com.prehenske
studies of schooling ever undertaken, an
eight-year effor.t that involved more than

a. , Time on ,Task: Relateol,, . _ ..
Schooling is related to time. Students usually are scheduled to attend school for

five -six hours per day, five days per week, 180 days a year. Classes may average 45 or
50-minutes each. By the time students graduate from high. school, they, have spelt
12:000 or more'hours..i'n a vaEiety of classrooms, laboratories and lecture hallg. They

4t., ,

Researchers have found a positive correlation between how much of that time is .
devoted to learning tasks and how well pupils achieve. Generally, the more time 0.n'
task,'the higher the achievement..

.

But in most schools learning time robbers abound: There are lunch adn4 recess
breaks, in the daily schedule. AhnoUncements interrupt classes and disruPtiOns occur
when people walk into a classroom to talk to the teacher or, a .student. Inclement
weather may cause thessghOol day to be

.
truncated or poStponed altogetherStudent

and teacher absenteeism takes an additional toll. 4
Even .within' the classroom. and without such outside disruOtions,muchtirne is

spent waiting for The teacher to give instructions or grade papera or work with an
individual or small group of MiiiientS' what researchers call "process behavior"-.time. ''

If two or more hoUrs are 44440 day to off -task .actiVitjes and behavlorsi':
students receive. less than 100 ciaiis:MfOrth of instruction out 'of the scheduled 180
each year. ,

. .A federally funded study of the conditions, and skills a'teachet needs to teach.
effectively identified three kinds of time invOlVOd'in learning:

have been exposed to as many as 30 or more different teachers.

Allocated time --'the amount of time the state-, school system, principal and
teacher sets aside for time in school and classroom.
Engaged time. the amount of time availablOor the student to spend actively

come a n exercise in frustration.

learning.
Academic learning time 7- engaged time at the appropriate level of difficulty
so th student can learn successfully. If the task is,too easy,.engaged time is
waste if it is too difficult, engaged time

BEST COPY AVAILABLE



1.090 classrooms in. seven states. John
Goodlad and his associates identified a
single. factor that could lead to "enormous
imprmements" in schools: the amount of
time actually spend on instruction. what
cdurlators refer to as "time-on-task."

9'oodlad's . research teams found that
the elementary-school classrooms they ob-
served averaged -221/2 instructional hours
weekly. That's °time factually devoted to
learning, not including time spent such
"hoUsekeping" chores as taki attend-
ance. collecting lunch money. e,ading an-
nouncements or helping chilcLieri with their
winter garmertts. But time-oh-task differ-
ences among classrooms ranged from
181/2-271/2 'YfOurs weekly, Goodlad found
a 50 percent difference.

/ "1-lere's where inequities begin." Good-
fad told a gathering of chief state school
officers in 1981. Not surprisingly, he noted.
pupil achievement was- higher in class-
rooms that spe. nl. more time-o\tk-task. Sub-
jects most frequently shortchanged in class-
rooms that evidenced less instructional
time: social studies. science. the arts and
health and physical education.

`Goodlad said he and his associates also
found "extraordinary differences" in the
amount of time spent teaching various
high school subjects. "The curriculum you
get is a happenstance of what school you
auend." he said. .and suggested that the
major inequity in American education
tod4'it no fon&er access to school s but.
access to k nowledge. .

a to Pupil Achievertient
Jwo NorthWesierrf University researchers have identified a numb'er of teacher

activities that can influence academic learning time, including preparation and
planning before the school year begins, instructional strategies, student motivation
techniques and communication skills.

Benjamin Bloom of the UniVersity of Chicago has formulated a sequence of
testing, teaching, retesting ancf ieteaching known as mastery learning. Inherent in his
approach to learning are four kinds of tintIng. 7

, 4

ii3OirrfAt initial instruction.

i miming of correctives.

'timing of guided practice.

Timing of student progress to the riext task.

In 1963, John B. Carroll, now at the University of North Carolina, developed a
formuratfor the relationship between time and achievement upon which most
subsequent studies have been based. Carroll said the degree of student learnin§
equals time on task divided by the amount of time needed to learn. Stated in
mathematical terms, the C ,vroll formula looks like this:

Learning
Time on task

Time needed to learn

Once they become cbgnizant of the correlation between time on task and pupil
achievement, education policymakers and practitioners begin looking for ways to
Increase student learning time. The school year and day' can be lengthened, for
example, off -task activities decreased to squeeze more learning into each school day
and instructional methods made more effective. The way to begin: Find out how time
is used and wasted and then find ways to increase academic learning time.

17
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In reviewing 35 research studies of time
factors in learning,the Northwest_Regienal
Educational Laboratory (NWHEL)'re-
ported in 1981 thitt it found "tierwhelmipg

. support" for the hypothesis that "there is a
positive relationship between the amount'
of engaged tirne given to a subject and
achieveinent in that silbject:" Students who

- spent the greatest amount of time-on-task
were higher achievers.

Also, the NW R EL analysis found, "Stu-
dents who had high engagement rates in
listening, discussing, question answering
and other kinds of interactive classroom
activities achieved more than those who
had high engagement rates in only non-
interactive activities such as seatwork." In
other words, the more a teacher teaches,
the greater the 'pupil. achievement.

Threeother.classroom- related indicators
on effective schools, according to Rutter,
are:

`

T5itchers have high expectations of
their students; homework is regularly'
assigned and reviewed,. Students
know teachers expect them to behave
responsibly and succeed ip their aca-`
demic work. (

"With respect to the 8verall organi-,
zation of class teachigg, we found
That childfen's classroom behavior
was much better 'when the teacher
had.prepared the lesson in advance,
so that little time was wasted . . .".
Rutter also found that successful
class managerneint was marked by
productive use of instructional time
and smooth transitions from one
activity to another.

Teachers of high achieving students
use a lot of praise and deal firmly
with disciplinary problems. Also,
they are well aware of being a role
model for their students..

Edmonds found that "teachers in schools
that did not meet our standards of effec-
tiveness tended most often to 1 on chil-
dren who were most likely to ,Rave .the

18

answer to the question, whereas teachers
in the most effective Schools- tended to. be
far more random in their selectiOn of that
portion of the,pupil population that par-
ticipated in class life, Most 'especially in-
cluding ..those children whose academic
behaVior wassost marginal or tending to
be most marginal."

. Goodlad said that when asked, teachers
say praising and encouraging students
helped to increase their learning., "But in
practice .we found precious little-praise in
classrooms," Goodlad .remarked. "We
found more in the primary than`' in the
uppef grades. We observed twice as many
instances of teachers' praising, encouraging
and of correcting withguidance, of positive
student-teacher interactions,, at the early

_elementary level as at the senior high
school level."

Im reviewing the, impact 'of teache36..be-
havior on student achievement, N. L. Gage
of Stanford fejund learning enhanced, by
teachers who ire flexible in responding to
students, enthusiastic :about the lesson,
business-like and task-oriented; who try to
_get answers to questions from students
raiher than answer sail questions them-
selves; who avoid excessive criticism.

Clearly, past investments in educational
research are beginning to pay'ay Off, even as
current educational investments,hbth hu-
man and financial, decline. The challenge,
to education policyrriakers appears to be
finding ways to use the returns &mil the
one to more than offset losses in the
others. But to do so, they'must be aware of
recent research findings and of some
strategies for implementing them.

From Knowing to Doing

In Marqh 1982, nearly 6,500 people at-
tended the annual meeting of the Ameri-
can Educational Research Association
.(AERA) in New York City. The major
issue? How to translate what researchers
have learned about learning into school

f.

"We have Miles to go to establish dia-
logue' with practitioners," said William,

ands ssrOorn practice.
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Cooley, president. of the 16,000inember
organi/ation.

"Fhe gap between research and practice
between what we know and what we do
is one,of the most crucial underdisciissed

problems that face schools," added Milton
Goldberg, -executive director of the Na-
tional Commission on Excellence in
Education.

Several reasons for the lack of communi:
cation between researchers and practition-
ers were cited at- the meeting,. including:
the was' in whi0 research papertiare writ-
ten, failure of education schools to trans-
mit research findings to their -students.
(allure of state education departments to
disseminate research findings to local

.r..411111114,

- senool districts and widespread skeptici-sm
among teachers about the relevance of,
research to classroom practice.

We need to put together research in a
)4.a.y that is ihterpketable to those in the
schools." Cooley said.,

The AEA membership endgased se\ -
eral actions designed to help put' research
into practice, including hiring an editor to
"translate" the complexities, and jargon of
research findings into more easily underr
standable aEnglisW;and working moire
closely with other education groups,s.t)th
as teacher unions and the Natiolal Sch'ool
Boards Association. , 4,- -

While AER A eft its may indeed result
in greater awareness of research:,Yindings,

4,4

A Promising AI /roach

\;,e,

I ,
4111111N,.. ... 4

4P:371(

: "

4.

J A

,
One of the more promiding: approaches to -school improvement efforts that is

beginning to gain attentiorOS the formation of local saOhool advisory. councils.
Composed of parents, stif , students and citizens from the immediate .school
bbmmunity, such councils f Us attention on the needs of what researcher% agree is
the single most important el Tlent in educational reform the local schdol site.

I California, for..eiampl la statewide School Improvement Program requires a
.loca ite 'council at' each participating school. In DenVer, a network of school
imp ovement and 'accountability cpuncils has been established to broaden participa:
tion in policy deVelopment. Meeting at least once a month at each school, these
councils are des;igned to provide the city's school board with a broadly representative
means of identifying issues,-opportunities and priorities.
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at least within the education community,
the gap between what we know and what.
we do will continue to grow unless ed
tion policymakers are both aware,pf of
tive implementation strategies .and act to'
make use of them.

Fortunately, in addition to knowing a
good deal more about what. makes for
effective schools, we also are beginning to
learn how to bring about effective change
in schools. .

It was an expensive if 'well-intended
lesson. 'According to 'a 1978 Rand Corp.
study, between 1965 and 1977 the' federal
government poured $80 billion into the
nation's schools with little significant im-
provement to sh6w for the investment.

The California based study group
blamed the gOvernment's failure on its
**mistaken assumption that .social prob-
lems, like some technological ones, can be
solved by massive. infusions of money and
technical expertise."

Government planners believed incor-
rectly that the same research and develop-
ment approach that launched the nation's
spacoe program could be used to revitalize
Amtrican education, the Rand investiga-
tors said.

"But the centralized approach that put
the federal government in the role or de-
veloping new technologies, providing in-
centives for. their adoption and introductiag
these technologies into school districts
simply dit not mesh with the realities faced
by the people on the firing line the
superintendents, the principals and teach-
ers wh6 had to make the programs
work," the Rand study found.

"In order to succeed, new practices must
have the broadly based support_of teach-
ers, principals and \district and state
officials," the report said "Change cannot
be imposed from the outside."

23
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W at .many school administrators and
rese

1
clters believe May be a model for an

alternative approach is a conscrrtium of 30
smaiklocal school districts in "Mississippi
known as the Program for Research and
Evaluation for Public Schools (PREPS).
It's been successful in, getting local district
policies changed bpcause it's locally funded
and administered, according to Thomas
H. Saterfiel, the educational researcher
and former school administrator who
directs PREPS. _ .

'In effect, PREPS researchers act as
adjunct staff for the member sch6o1 dis-
tricts. "We go out and say, 'I am the
assistant superintendent for research. You
are th7 boss. You tell us what to do, and
we'll do it.'" Saterfiel says.

Implementing change for effective
schools appears to come down to some
simple Goodlad findings:

The optimal unit for educational
change is the individual school.

Principals can do more than any
- others to encourage and support the

kind of school-by-school reconstruc-
tion that's needed.
Each educational system (16cal
school district) consists of educa-
tional institutions (schools). All the
rest is superstrUcture that should
exist fo only one Purpose: to support
and serve eaciLindiyidual seh601.,

Research. findingsiebn what ,aces 'for '
effective schools'indicate thgVpolicies
adopted by lodal school boards and ad-
ministrators can have significant effect ou
pupil.achievement' It may well:be that the
extent to-..which education policymakers
become ware of these findings and act
upon them will determine the future of
public schooling in America.
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Part Two

Changing Focus
and Dimension



Conventional Wisdo
, Challenged

1.
4

The world we're in the process of creating for ours lves and
future generations is the product-of our brains; there re, only ir
by understanding how our brains work, can We !ope t achieve
true insights regarding individual and species motivati ns.

,

Richard M. Restak

,

The Brain: The Last Frontier
.

.

Proof that behavioral and intellectual -differences between the- T
sexes are pattly rooted in 'the structure of the b , that.
women are'irtherently-superior in some areas of end
men in others, would in no wayundermine legitimate nds
for social equality.

.

Pamela Weintraub
The Brain: His and Hers

Our conventional wisdom about the
human brain and the way people. leirn
based in large part on four beliefs that are
now being challenged by recent 'scientific
studies and child development .research
findings.. The first; of these is that the
humati,braih emerges at birth with all its
genetic or hereditary components in place
and intact, ready to bd molded by the envi-

,

rohment: Newborn babies have long been
regarded as .passive beingsmaking for
outsidef orces to shape their development.

itt'seonct,elief is that Most children,
both bOys did girls, are nearly enough
alike-that possible to impart knowl-
edge to them in hornogeneolls. groups or
classes and that learning will take place
pretty much simultaneously. .

Third is the belief ;that male-female be-
havior differences are learned and not
inherited, that if boys,and.gipls were

- and taught in exactly the same, ways, tra-
ditional behaviOr differences such as male

aggression and female passivity would
gradually disappear.

Finally, a fourth belief: that most learn-
ing takes places sequentially, that is, in P
regular-Iuninterrupted, systematic and
linear manner the stimulus- response
theory of the behaviorist tradition in child
psychology.-. .

From these four beliefs; the interrela-
tiohshiP of which represents in many ways
a philosophical foundation for, modern
mass education, have evolved many of the
accruements of contemporary, public
schOoling: the deveropment of what pro-
fessional educators came to regard as "one
best system" based on an industrial model
of orgpnizatio, the notion that learning is
a product which can be. packaged into a
.prescribed curriculurn, the belief that chil-
dren' progress in lockstep fashion.anir in
teaching them the emphaSis should'be on. '
content rather than process.:

. There ,was no. conspiracy involved in the
evolution Of' these' beliefs.. They:became



commonly accented prdtessiOnal:folklore
:beeauSe overmahy4eai-s they represented
a combination of; teaCher perceptiOns of
child behavior, an economical approach
to triQ5scho'oling and a response to certain
social p.ressures.

recent years; however, there haVe
emerged a growing nuinbet. of research-
based indicators that heredity influences.
.brain development both before. and for
many years aftei birth, that. basic differ
ences among individual children are more
pronounced than previouslybelie./ed: that
boy5 and girls inherently learn in different
ways and that sequential learning addresses
but half ea child',,S brain develOpment:po-'

If: these indicators prove valid,
mass education as we know it may be ripe
for a major revamping if :not complete
metamorphosis.

'I:

Although brain research is still in its
infancy, scientists now generally agree that
the human brain, like the human body, un-
dergoes perceptible developmental stages
and that hinh genetic and social elements
play a. r6le, in determining human growth, .
Mental as N:sielf.as phYsical. . ,

For example, it has long been recog-
nized.that nutrition, an environmental fa,c- -
tor,: is a major 'determinant of physical
-growth. Now it seems that proper nutrition
is esSential for normal brain development
aSwell.. Beginititg with the work of a Scot-
rtish pediatrician, Cecil M. 'Drillien, in the

... 1960$, and including there recent r archf
by. others. such as Ernesto..,kollit f the
MaSsachusetts Institute of Tec ology,
Janina Gaiter of the Boston.,University
Medical Center and DaVid l,,evitsky of
Cgrnell University, it is apparatit that mat:-
nutrition adversely affects human brain

., development. And cognitive lOsseS due to
infant rralnUtrition apparently cannot-be.
reVersed,-Or made up through adequate
diet later in life.. _

As for heredity, _researchers at New
York's Mount' Sinai 'School of Vedicine

Js. have fouhfl that eudimentary fetal "thought"
may start As early as the gestational age of
five o,i six Months. They discovered that in
most Oases among pregnant _women, the
retal heartbeat .begins -to rise a few seconds

.. before the fetus moves, much as in adults
when the heart *taieincreaSes during the

:' COn.terriPlatiOnt of action,. :- . : k,i "' '

And re4eaccbers. at Child r,en's llospital
Medical Center iiilloSton,the University
of Colorado Medical .Centerand. Boston .,. ..

University Medicaltenter have discdN;rbied. .-'..;

that newborn infants have inheitit brain' '

capacities that need only appropriate.
stimuli for proper groWth. The Most effee,
tive way to stimulate an'infant's brain :;:'
developMent, they found, is early and

...frequent parental attention, the reverse of
standard practice in many hospitals: .

Braih Research Findings
Until recently it was widely .assumed`

that ebvironmenfrwas the crucial element
in determining human tiehavidr. Huinin
,reactions, :Unlike those or other
were belieVed to be corklitioned more by
socialization than inStinti;s4earning was
considered more important, than heredity.

This notion that nurture tratts.cends ria-
Lure has suffered serious setbacks in recent
years as a result of increasingly iaetpse'

andf. soiihtitidated YeSeirdi into how the::
human brain functions;;Ttiete is now eNi-:-
dence 'of a genetic -component in certain
kindS Of human behavior, proof that 'brain
cells d'On4 wo'rk in a,sim'ple reflex arc, as
previously believed', but ,a're part of 'a far
more complex continuous feedback loop
and indicatiOni 'that the brain. dqesn'i
function in a straight:line, linear, fashieh

:after all, but is more .multi - directional:
The significance of these findings is that

the human brain may be unbelievably
,pliable, and

than

qc"OnSining fdr'triare
knowled4e; thAh ever: befgre:th-qUght,' pos
5ible. It'may be able to.thi's0,:it.apper.§, tf
those responsible for hurt:Ian developrrient

parents,; arid.' teaChers particularly
become mote aware of both the heredity'
and environmental forces involved in how
children learn,

.26

Stages -of 'Development

In addition,to identifying the, importance
Of both Aleredity ifid,:envirolmerit 'in. hit-

Man brain development', scientists also
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have foUnd that the brain groats hy stages..
although there is some-di s. agreement as to
how many and at what ages these generally
occur.

What is sigtfilicant, however, is that re-
cent psychobiological research findings
tend to correlate with the Cognitive devel-
opment theories okhe Swiss psychologist
Jean, Piaget.

Beginning back in the'1920s, long before
intensive brain, developMent ,arch. be-
gan. Piaget identified four stage. of intel-
lectual growth that he believed occur for
most persons from hirth to about age 16.

During the first two cif these, a "sensory
motor". period extending from birth to about
age two and ..i"Oreoperational" period lat-
ing from ageStwo7seven. a child progresses
from basic reflex actions.to coordinating
simple acts' to an understanding and
manipulation of certain synibolS and signs.

By the age of seven or eight a child..
enters-what Piaget called a "concrete oper-
"ations" stage where consciousness of self

interacting with the outside world first
appears. This is followed by a "formal
operations" period in the pre-teens and
early adolscence years that encompasses
a capacity to reason hypothetically.

Although Piaget was convinced that
children moved through these stages in a
smooth, gradual and evolutionary man-
ner, more recent findings, particularly
those of Herman T. Epstein of Brandeis
University, suggest that youngsters experi-

.ence alternating spurts of brain develop -
ment followed by plate'aus during which

'brain ,growth levels off.
The reason for this may lie in the dis-

co% ery by two University of Colorado
Health Sciences Center researchers that
some genes. in the brains of mice aren't
active at birth but "turn on" later in life.
The Colorado researchers, William Hahn
and Nirupa Chaudhari, speculate that
some brain genes are activated by environ-
mental stimuli while others may be turned,
on by a "gene* clock."

Triune Brain. Model
The human brain is Composed of three evolutionary layers; each of which

governs different feelings and behaviors, according to Paul MacLean, chief of the
Laboratory.of Brain Evolution and Behavior at the National Institute of Mental Health.

The parts of MacLean's triune brain are: First, a core or reptilian brain, so-callqd
because it is similar to the brain of alligators, turtles and lizards. This layer of our brain
governs basic'instincts such as survival and living space.

Second, according to MacLean, is a mammalian brain or limbic system, which is
similar to the brain of lower
mammals . rabbits, horses,
etc. It-is our emotional brain,
governing affection, pleasure
and pain.

Finally, and unique ,to hu-
man beings, is the neo-cortex,
which is intellectual and con-
ceptual. It helps humans cope
and adapt, to develop a higher
consciousness..

. MacLean believes our ma-
jor personal problems today
the breakup of the family, ag-
gression and hostility *re due
tope fact that our three brains
have not yet learned to 'coordi-
nate. As a result, we are split
between ou'r drives for survival,
emotion and reason.

BEoT Crfry
ei
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of the two halves,of the brain. The right
hemisplif.re-was regarded as less advanced,
a subordinate to the left.

Since'. the 1960s, however, research by
Roger'4perry and Joseph Bogen of. the
California Institute of Technology, Marcel
Kinspi)urne of the Hospital for Sick Chil-
dreniin Toronto, Canada, and others indi-
cates 'that the right heMisphere is more

.imPortant than previously believed. Each
hemisphere appears to specialize in dif-
ferent modes of thinking and while the
two halves of the brain are complementary
they sometimes respond separately and
''not always in synchronization to the out-
side:world.

What researchers have discovered is that
while the left .hemisphere is indeed the
verbal brain, controlling language and
computation skills such as reading, 'speak-
ing, writing and calculations, the right

At birth, the human brain weighs about
one pound. Another pound is added dur-
ing the first year or two after birth. And a
third and final pound develops, between
the ages of two and 16 16 unces of
growth spread out over about 14'

t
years.

Epstein, examining research .ob brain
weight, found that brain growth between
the ages*of two and 16 occurs in four cyles
of about three and one-half years each, a y

pattern that roughly parallels Piaget's four,/
stages of intellectual development. But
Epstein found that short periods of rapid
brain growth are followed by Longer
periods of integrating that growth into the
existing cognitive system. In most children,
he discovered, four six-month periods of
rapid brain growth two or three ounces
at a time are followed by about three
years of slower growth perhaps another
ounce as the brain absorbs its new
capacity gradually. These six-month rapid- /
growjh spurts occur in most normal chil-
dren sometime between the ages of two
and four, six and eight, 10 and 12 and
14-16, according to Epstein.

Split-Brain Studies

The human brain consists of two Visually
identical half shells, known as herilispheres,
which are connected at the center by mil-
lions of tiny nerve fibers. The right hemi-
sphere controls the left side of the body
while the left, hemisphere governs right
side movements. In performing simple ac-
tivities such as picking up 'an object the
two hemispheres act in unison. The mes-
sages necessary to translate sight of the
object into Movement resulting in reaching
out to grasp it and responding to its feel
are instinctively and instantaneously trans-
ferred from one hemisphere to the other
through the connective nerve fibers.

For more than 100 years scientists have
known that the left hemisphere controls

ihe language and language-related capa-
bilities of most people. Because speech
and language are essential to thinking and
reasoning, it was assumed until recently
that the left hemisphere was the dominant
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//How the Two
Hemispheres
Control Our Actions

Right brain controls left, side
ments, left brain governs right
body. (Adapted from Drawing.
Right Side of the Brain.)

move-
side of
on the
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herhisphere is our brain of imagination
and intuition, the center of spatial abilities

recognizing a face, reading a map,
listening to music, planning a garden or
solving a geometry problem.

Instead of prOcessing information se-
quentially, step -by- 'step, as the left hemi-
sphere- does, the right integrates diffuse
infqrmation. While the left controls the
mechanics of speech, the right gives it
emotional inflection. The left hemisphere
deals with the past while the right responds
to the unknown. The left is conservative
and iraditionahe right more radical and
innovative.

In the reality of daily living, of course,
cooperation rather than competition be-
tween the two hemispheres prevails in
most people most of the time. The two
hemispheres, responding to different way&
of processing information, operate as a
team to allow us to function iieouilibrium

although many of us depend more on
one hemisphere or the other some of the
time while others almost always achieve a
more continuous holistic balance.

-Left-Brain
and Right-Brain
Characteristics
Left (Women)
Verbal.
Rational
Reason
Successive
Sequential
Analytic
Objective
Convergent
Reality
Traditional
Directed
Past
People

Right (Men)

Spatial
Intuitive
Emotion
Simultarmous
Integration
Synthesis
Subjective
Divergent
Imagination
Innovative
Free
Unknown
Objects-

Sex Differences

Sexual uality does not mean genetic
,semene Science is now confirming that

. Ski
The latest approach to learning

how to ski uses right-brain oriented
intuitive thinking.

Instead of emphasizing sequential
left - brain techniques bend your
knees, lean forward, try to gain just
the right angle to the slope, etc. the
new American Teaching Metliiod en-
courages students to achieve a crea-
tive right-hemisphere "feel" for skiing.
Students are urged to _form a mental
picture of themselves successfully
negotiating a hill before they go but to
practice.

Developed by Horst Abraham,
technical director of the Vail, Colorado,
Ski School, and a handful of other
instructors, the American Teaching.
Method has been endorsed by the Pro-
fessional Ski Instructors of America
and is taught at a number of reputable
ski schools throughout the country.

Right

. Photo courtesy of Outward Bound
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there.are basic differences in the brains
men and women.. Although denounced
sexist by some .people, recent' resear
much of itbc females, indicates that b(
and girls are born with innate differea
in the ways their brains develop and fu
lion. As a result, women generally
superior in certain ways of thinking a
behaving while men excel in others.

Jerre Levy, a neurop'sychologist at
University of Chicago, found that the I
ear and eye are more sensitive in men,
right in women. Since what is seen
heard by the organs on one side of
dead is controlled by the brain hemisph
on the opposite side, she concluded t

ise
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there.are basic differences in the brains of
men and women.. Although denounced as
sexist by some .people, recent research.
much of it 40-y females, indicates that boys
and girls are born 'with innate differences
in the ways their brains develop and func-
tion. As a result, women generally are
superior in certain ways of thinking and
behaving while men excel in others.

Jerre Levy, a neurop'sychologist at the
University of Chicago. found that the left
ear and eve are more sensitive in men, the
right in women. Since what is seen or
heard by the organs on one side of the
dead is controlled by the brain hemisphere
on the opposite side, she concluded that
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Math and Music
Dichotomy

if computation is a left brain and
music appreciation a right-brain spe-
cialty, why do boys, who are supposed
to be right-brain oriented, excel in math
while girls, who tend to favor left-brain
learning, are far more likely to be able
to carry a tune?

Boys, 'it appears, perceive numbers
as dimensional rather than verbal. As a-
result, they use their natural, right-
brain spatial and intuitive skills to put

b. numbers together to form a whole to
solve a problem. This right-brain di-
rected ability is especially pronounced
in geometry, a subject educators have
long observed tends to be understood
and mastered.far more easily by boys
than girls.

As for music, it seems that the ability
to compose is primarily a right-brain
spqcialty, requiring a great deal of
imagination and emotion. Hence the
overwhelming preponderance of male
composers. But the ability to carry a
tune requires both pitch and timbre
right -brain tendencies = and rhythm

a left-brain function. Since women
excel in integrating the functions of the
two hemispheres, they appear to have
a greater natural ability to sing on key
and carry a tune:

men are right -brain oriented while women
tend to be inure influenced By their, left
brains. 11

According to Ctiane McGinness, a re-
search psycho'ogist at .Stanford, "women
are communicators and men are takers of

action ... Males are better at maps; maz
,k:r '.and math ... Thejr'rti better at perceivi

and manipulating objects in space. Th
;.;'2: have a better sense of direction.

t: "Females, on the other hand, excel i
. 'areas males are weak in, especially in areas

where language is involved: fluency, verbal
reasoning, written:. prose and reading ..
Females' verbal memory is also better.

- And they can sing in tune six times more
often*than males can."

Men tend to use their two brain' hemi-
spheres for specialized purposes



right 'for 'spatial problems, e for
verbal. Women don't specia ize as much.

. Their right and left hemisp eres usually
6th spatial
synthesize

re perceptive
and what they

women's intui-

0

work er on problems,
and verbal. A a result, wom
material bett r and are m
.about peopte, o ey fe
mean. Which explain
tion,:ialthough intuitive thought,is a right-
brain funtion.

Richard M. Restak, a neurologist at
Georgetown University School of Medi-
cine, sums it up: "Men are object people,"
he says, "while women are people people."

While theig recent research findings
seem to hold tr4e for most people most of
the time, there are of course, exceptions

men whd are unusually good writers;
for example, or outstanding female mathe-
matrctians. In addition, iri nearly half of all
left-handers the (role of the two Remi-
spheres seems to be reversed, the right
being the verbal,Ithe left spatial.

Another sexual difference that could
have enormous tlamifications for learning
and education is Epsttift's discovery that
girls generally undergo rapid brain growth

I

r

earlier-than boys until the 14-16 year-'
old period when the situation reverses.

This means that most girls are intellec-
tually more prepared, for certain kinds of
learning before most boys at, key age levels

the early school years, for example, and
particularly in the age. 10-12 range
about sixth or seventh grade. As girls
begin pubehy, Epstein found, their brain-
growth is three times'that of boys the same
age.

And yet, most schools and parents
make little or'no allowances for these sig-
nificant differences in learning capacities.
The belief persists that most children, boy
and girls alike, are pretty much the same
at ail age and grade levels. By continuing
to impart knowledge in ways that research-
ers now tell us are at best ill-timed and
ineificient, we may be shortchanging our
chifdi:th,,,those who as adults will have to
deal with lire in yanother century.

However, before changing the was chil-
dren are taught, by parents and Achers..
alike, to conform to what brain research
indicates corresponds to reality, it may
helpful to look, into what is ntlw known
about child and student learning styles?

r
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Learning/And Teaching Styles
Conventional forms of schooling, because of the very structure
of a school, violate just about everything that is known about
how human beings learn.

Neil Postman and Charles Weingartner
The School Book

Educators must begin to base programs on the individual
differences that exist among lgarners rather than on the
assumption that everybody learns the same way.

James W. Keefe
'Student Learning Styles

Even as scientists are achieving break-
throughs in, discovering how the human
brain. pevelops and functions, education
researchers have been making progress on
a related front: the significance of differ-
ences in studept learning and teacher in-
struction styles.

Obviously, this work goes to the heart
of the belief that most children of any
given age are enough'alike that they can be
taught a predetermined curriculum en

-masse.
<

Not surprisingly, in-:view of brain dev
opment findings, researchers have discov-
ered that each student brings to a alassroom
characteristics' of mind and personality
that affect, to varyipg degrees, his or her
ability to learn. Simila'rly, teachers have
definite styles to which students respond
differently.

Some children seem to learn better in
groups; others appear to progress best
alone. Some remember spoken words and
forget most of what they read; others
remember what they read but get little out
of lectures. Some learn best in a quiet
setting while others prefer a noisy environ-
ment. Some need a lot of fight while others
learn better in a darker room.

Teachers, too, bring different character-
istics to a classroom. Some are able to
bring diverse groups of students together
while others function best with more
homogeneous groups. Some teach with
strict discipline, others With more freedom.
Some have a cpnceptual approach to a
subject, some are more mechanical. Some
are verbally oriented while others prefer

-more visual approaches.
The right teacher or method may be

right for some children and wrong for
others. Even for the same children, dif-
ferent approaches may work at different
times.

Of course, most teachers, school admin-
istrators and parents' are well aware that
students differ in how they learn. And
students are cognizant of different ap-
proaches to teaching. But generally it has
been assu. med that if quality instruction is
made available, learning will naturally
follow despA differences in student
abilities anti 1?-irning styles.

Ability Grouping
One of the most common and contro-

versial ways schools have tried to adapt to
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student learning differences is through
ability grouping, that Ts, placing students
for instruction with other students of simi-
lar ability levels. 'Usually this results. in
dividing any group of students into three
ability levels sometimes called "tracks"
or "streams."

Student's perceived to be of high ability
a{e grouped together, and usually receive
enriched academic fare and are allowed
more opportunities for independent work.
Students who are, considered to be of
lesser ability often are offered a more
Spartan academic diet and receive in-
creased individual attention in a more
structured setting.

Such homogeneous grouping: is con-
sidered advantageous because it accom-
modates individual differences by allowing
students of similar ability to work together
at their own rates with methods a' ndmate-
rials geared to their level.

/".
HoweNier, homogeneous grouping is con-

troversial because it is considered by some
to be undemocratic. It adversely effects
the self-image of children placed in low-
ability groups, they contend, while at the
same time artificially inflating thkegoA of
children placed in high. - quality grolips.

In addition, ability grouping has bben
termed discriminatory since it .has been

34

known to result in the placement of chil-
dren from socially.less advantaged groups
in low-ability classes.

After reviewing more than 20 studies of
ability grouping experiences in a variety of
elementary and secondary schools through-
out the nation, researchers at the North-
west Regional Educational Laboratory in
Oregon concluded that homogeneous abil-
ity,grouping has a positive effect on the
achievement, school attitudes and self-
concepts of high-ability students only.

It has a slightly' negative effect on the
achievement level of middle-ability §tu-
dents, they found, and a decidedly nega-
tive impact on the achievement,. school
attitudes and self-concepts of low- ability
students.

Conversely, they discovered, heteroge-
neous grouping that is, mixing students
of varied ability in thee same class has a
positive effect on all three of these
outcomes for low-ability students. Appar-
ently, t e enriched environment of prox-'
imity t i h-ability students has a positive
effect orf t e attitudes and performance of
low-ability students.

Ability, Style and StructUre

While ability grouping clearly is de-
signed to respond to student.learning dif-
ferences: pariicularly ho. welt students
achieve academically, it ddes not addres
differences in how students learn best.
Education researchers (have. found a sur-
prisingly low relationship between learning .
styles and ability levels. Many high-ability

o students, for example, need. a structured
program if they'are to achieve at their level
of potential. And yet, many programs for
high-ability or gifted students feature in-
dependent study.

Many educators are coming to recognize
that efforts to compensate for differences
in student learning abilities should not be
confused with those needed to respond to
differences in learning styles.

David E. Hunt, a psychologist at the
Ontario Institute for Studies in EduCation
in Toronto, believes one of the most effec-
tive ways to consider different learning
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styles is in termoof how much, structure a
student needs to learn most effectively.

On a three-stage scale, A-B-C, Hunt
characterizes A students as those who
require a great deal of structure teacher
explains material in detail, instruction
given clearly with very specific 'require-
ments. C students, on the other hand, are
those woo require little structure,'organize
their own material and require a minimum
of teacher involvement.

Ln testing students to determine their
need for a structured orunstructured learn-
ing environment, Hunt and his colleagues
found that more than half of all sixth
graders require a high level of structure
-while the opposite was true or ninth
gi.aders more than half Of them learn
Kett r in a less structure!! classroom or
school setting.

Anthony F. Gregorc, associate profes-
sor of curriculum and instruction at the
University of Conneclicut at Storrg, has
identified four learning patterns:

Concrete sequential, characterized by
a pro ensity to derive information
throuih direct, hands-on experience.
Sach learners appreciate order...and
logical sequence.
Concrete random. characterized by an
experimental attitude and an, ability
to makeintuitiveleaps in exploring
unstructured problem-solving experi-
ences. Such learners use a trial-and-
error approach in acquiring informa-

. tion.
. Abstract sequential learners' have a

weAlth of conceptual images in their
minds against which they match what
they read, hear or see. They prefer a
presentation that has substance, is
rational and sequential in nature.

.

Abstract random learners are distin-
guished ,by their attention to.human
behavior and a capacity to sense and
interpret "vibrations." They associate
the medium with the .meSsagprefer
to receive information in an unStruc-
tured manner and therefore like group
discussions and a busy environment.

To help educators' match student learn-
ing styles to teacher, instruction styles, a

variety of measurement techniques has
been developed. Ones of the most widely
tested is the Learning Style Inventory'
(LS1) developed by Rita, Dunn of St.
John's University, Kenneth Dunn, super-
intendent of schools in Hewitt, N.Y., and
Gary E. Price of the University of Kansas.
L51 provides a student profile based on 24
factors, including a student's preference .

a

.10111162:

. 2!

for structured rpr unstructured learning,
classroom design, motivation, and others.

LS1 'developers claim that, through their
computerized measurement technique it is
possible to predict which students will.
function well in a traditional, individual-
ized, open or alternative instructional
program. Alsot, the'claim,titis possible to
determine which resources programs,
gaines, films, 'tapes, etc. will assist
individualastudents. to achieve:

Grouping students according to their'
learning styles instead of ability levels is a
relatively recent development in education.
It's an approach that is catching, on sloWly
and for .whiCh there is as yet little evalua-
tive data with which to .assess its impact on
teacher and learner. But preliminary in-
dicators suggest that matching student .
learning styles to teacher instructional ,

preferences may be a more effective and
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egalitarian approach to mas s education take chances.. . On the other hand, kids
than ability groUping. raised in a smart, responsive environment,

which> is complex And stimulating, may

Significance and Implications .develop a different set of skills.... It is not
impossible that a smarter environment

Wha,t do recent brain development and might make smaller people.".
learning style findings. mean 'to child Another environmental change that
velopment and Corrrial schooling as we might be given serious consideration is in
know them today Ad look ahead to the the structure and orientation of our
year 2000? Some .speculations follow: schools. School systems generally have a

First, it appears increasingly obvious left-brained Approach to learning. Students
that more attention should be given to progress through grades in linear fashion.
both envirbnmental and hereditary factors Most instruction is 'through listening and
in huinan development. Just because we've reading; most student feedback is through
learned that genes are more significant talking and writing all left hemisphere'
than we previously believed doesn't mean functions. .

that cultural considerations are now le4' As a result, both left- and right-brained .

important.' children are shortchanged.. Those who .

In fact, Donald Klein, directOr of re- learn well through le hemisphere input'
searchat.the New York Psychiatric Insti- receive little practice in using their right
tute, believes that "among the variables hemisphere.. And those who could learn
affecting intelligence is the richness and best through right-hemisphere input are
responsiveness of the early environment- forced to rely primarily on their weaker
Kids brought Up in what'rnight be called a left hemisphere without gettipg the same
'stupid' environment understlimulating, information through their more adept right
poor, unresponsive soon learn not to- heiiiispItere. .,

Nevi/ Ways:of Teaching.
Innovative approaches to learning are becoming, .increasingly common, both in

public schools and private insfruCtionalteitings. A feW examples in the. Denver area
include:

Deterinining a child's readiness to read by measuring his orber ability to draw, a
project in a ..tefferion County elementary school, is said to prevent the "learning
disability" syndrome that often develops froth'4attetnptin-g-fo- teach reading
before a ild is intellectually able to grasp, the concept of letters Standing for
sounds ananti groups of letters comprising a Word.

.

v.

Seventh and eighth grade students in Denver's new middle schools are grouped
into learning units of apprbximately 120 students 'under the gUidance of
interdisciplinary teams of four acaderriic teacheri, one for each major subject
area, science, math, social studies and English, The teaching team- meets
regularly to' assess student needs and modify instructional strategies.

A "visualization" approach to learning, known as "neuro-linguistic program,`
'ming" or NLP is used by Learning Resources Unlimited, a' Denver ,consulting
group, to improve the achievement levels of +earning disabled children.

"Superlearning," a technique developed in Bulgaria that combines musi \with
the rhythmic chanting of material to be learned, is used by the Foreign Language
Institute of Denver to teach French and Spantish. .
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Madeline Hunter, director of the Uni-
ffersity Elementary School at 'UCLA, be-
lieves the results of recent brain research
"clearly mandate they responsibility for
beaming instruction so that, whenever
possible, information that is presented in a
!niter fashion across time (reading it or
hearing it), is also presented in visual
spaCe (seeing or imaging it) so 'students
have practice in integrating the infoima-
tion from their two hemispheiFes."

Dr. Hunter believes schools should de-
liberately incorporate practices to increase
student facility in the use of each .herni-.
sphere, singly and in concert. She suggests
three..sirategies:

. Presenting 'stimuli simultaneously to
both hemispheres.

Augmenting a stimulus to one hemi-
. sphere by following it with informa-

tibn beamed to the oppOsite hemi-

surprising: a 'learning disabled' child who
is also frequently 'hyperactive."

Since we know that boys have difficulty
learning to Xead and girls have trouble
learning math, we should determine
whether to delay teaching these subjects
until the childrens' brains are more devel-
oped ar devise .new instructional tech-,
niques that take boy -girl brain differences
into account.

If, as Herman Epstein asserts, brain
growth in I 0-12-year-old girls is three
times that of boys the same age, ,giets.
probably should be exposed to advanced,
problem solving in science and mathe-
matics at the sixth, seventh and eighth,
grade levels. Instead, they usually have to /

wait until high school, which Thay be mere
timely for boys but too late for girls ifirhey
Are to make the most effective use of their
brain developinent patterns.

And since we now know how. markedly
student learning styles vary teachers might

sphere. consider ways to develop more 'effective
instructional techniques. In observingDeliberately beaming a stimulus to

only one hemisphere sastudents can more than 1,000 classrooms acrosi the
practice increasing their ability in country, a research team headed byjohn

,processing one type of information. Goodlad of UCLA *nd a "deprzsing
toc, sameness" in-teaching techniquss 7`fter

."We must deliberately incorporate those ..-nhe first few years of schooliiii;"..the re-",
strategies Which reflect research' in hemi- searchers found little or no variety in the
sphericity into our daily teaching and aug- way teachers teach, what educators call

pedagogical style...From about fourth
grade on, they founds; most' teaching in
American schaalS is conducted in alecture
style, the teacher talking in a:.flat emo-
tional tone, with little student involvement
or feedback and an air of passivity per-
meating the classroom.

Our schools were'created to TheOled" children, the vast majority of whom
are boys. As Richard ReStak observes, since comparatively fixod., knowledge needS...Of.,

an industrial society, at a time when we
knew' little about human/brain.
as we move.":int.d:.'a..seemingly limitless
information era with itew ; insights into
limy. people, learn, would Seem to be a
propitiou§ time to reassess longstanding
practiceS..in anticipation cff! neOtechnot-

.

'ogies,..0Ch 'as microcomputers and the
groWing .need to *pare children for life-

- long .learning.

ment with right-brained input the predomi7
nately -left-brained educational programs
currently in Our schools, Dr. Hunter
asserts.

Meanwhile, in view of what we now know
about the [hale brain, it May be time I'm:a
change in attitudes and approaches to the
problems of hyptractive,or "learning

we know that the male brain prefers to
matipulate things, why do we still expect
hoysla sit,for.long beiuts in a classroom?
'$itiCe.we know the male is visually

why.does`the typical classroom
reAtuire grnuCh attentive listening?

"Classrooms in most Of our nation's
primary graties' are. gea'red to skills that
come naturally to.girls but develop very
slowly in boys. The results shouldn't be
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We move frarn the amplification and emandipation of the power
of murselekto the amplification and'emancipation of the power
of the brain.

. Christtpher EVans
- The Micro_Millennium

I -rerhain". Skeptical' and Peastmistic about computer' Systems
ever possessing the'sensjtiVit? and judgment required.df'a first-
ratejeacher: .; ,

. Joel S. Blinba'um
Microelectronics and:Ethic.

:;; -
_ ..

The most salientfeature of our emerg- feasible as well. By;the.early 1980S, a chip
ing post-induftribl society may well be the , -. no bigger than the tip of a finger could
microcomputer, More importantly, how- '.: provide as much computing power as a

- ever, it is to our emerging information . , roomful of 1950s equipment and be pro-
society what klOteam engine' Was to the duced for only a fey! clollars.at high
industrial reyd litIon, the sin/1,41.4a non of 2 .:, volume. '. . ,. ;

new era. q I
When Time ::;r4gazine :edtors met to computers been re sat it has been

So, much have both the...§ize and cost of

select their "
the:ivinner`w

"Mathine of t
The Computer,;

fated- product of

-4an of the Vat-, 4 for 1982, . estimated that if the automobile industry.
S th microcomputer a '

mover
achieved comparable impi*ovementS

'e 4., f.'4 .,', over the 20 -years between 1962 and 1982, a
. .

World. "War H-stimu: - new Rolls Royce would'today.cogta' bout
.... --,...vanced indtistrializa: 10 cents, ,.

tion,.seemed to have found its nich,by the Today, of course: "A nVeir, Rolls Royce
Theirelatively few4442'uters costs considerably more than it did 20

that then ekisted. fere huge,, cqsxIY and sears ago and there aren't that many more
highly speCializeit.\frhey he of them on the road. But computers;
military, big .business' and res rch titularly miCrocornplitefs,''see'm to We'.

:,universities, but .61Lnor',. conse acne ;!.-...everywhere. Not only large buSinesses, but "
L.- in the daily.- life of' ord' ry, people. brok'era'ge firm, insurance and real estate
JR Then the:fe6.indit of Bell Telephone "offices, law partnerships, doctors, even

; Labs produced tiny silicon :chips in the farmers'.areusing desk-top mtcrocomput'ers-
form of "solid state transistors that could to recbtd.trarisactions, store recbrdS, keep
replace electronicacuum tubes and act as . track of inventories, older spare parts Ad,
powerful amplifiers.' A siihkantial reduc- perform other tasks- that .once :.required'
tion in first the size and later also the cost clerks or bookkeepers.
of computers' became: not only:, poaStkle Other.:E4amples of computer technology
but ademands'increaled, economically in our 4aily lives include those electronic
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"wands" that some retail establishments
use to ring up prices, supermarket check-
out counters that have electronic eyes to
"read" coded prices on merchandise and
travel agentwho, use a. ke'yboard- and
videosereereVd-,:Make restiti'dtis. T,:fi.
pOst al service; rti ' .offers "Olepticini:C.Irnailt
and some pull 'libraries have,4nicrocdt
puters that can e rented bytlie h9u,r..

In the home, where silicon chills.control
the function's of microwave oven.1,,-.;_edicir
television sets, stereo systems -ancl,'.digital..
clocks, personal microcomputers ;are,:iti: ,

creasingly being used to plan and keep
labs on the family budget, store recipeS,
play games and provide new educational
opportunities for young and old alike,'

Impact on. Education

Schools,- colleges and universities are
using dbmputers not only for budgeting,
maintaining student records and schedul-
ing classes, but also more and more as
teaching aids. Electronically programmed
instruction is being used to help drill stu-
dents in basic reading and computation
skills, in learn-mg foreign languages, in
conducting science experiments, even to
simulate historical events such as traveling
over the Oregon Trail.

As tutors .,o0urrogate teachers, com-
. puters :c Lure a. student's attention in'

unusual int.; eNciting ways, adding a new
ditnensionidlearning. They can be agree-ls.
161.repetitious, for example, never losing
patience during the tedium of basic skills

'. drill. Or they can simulate an environment
_outside the classroom, providing students?,

''7'lvith opportunities to discover..for them-,;.
,..selyes through experimentatibn.

'In its 1982 spring 1:14)yey..of. educatioll,

The kew York. TimefektedestImates'Ahat
at least half of all seconddry :schools in tie
nation and 14 percent 61'1'11 elementary
schools were using computers in some of
their clasirooms. At the same time, The
Chronicle of Higher Education reported
that "computers are becoming an essential
part of thO, general college curriculum.
And the federal government said that the
number of personal computers used in

school for instructional purposes triPled
between the fall of.J980 and the spring of
1982.

ExIkniPleSof how computers are beiUg
.,used 4itt, sctiools and colleges across the
nation fr4ifligefrom the rbutine to the eso-
te,ric: Foi instance: '

At a' public junior higb.school in
Ridgewood, N.J., a groUp of students_
voltintarily.stay after the school day,
ends to work on special computer
projects suCh.a a simulation of the
operalioii of a nuclear reactor or the
development ofia computer image of
the human heart.

At the private Lamplighter School
for children aged three-nine in

, Dallas, Jean Piaget's thedfies on the
stagesof child development are being

'! 'tested and applied through computer-
assisted instruction.

.In Wausau, Wis., a 16-year-old high
school junior has translated musical
notes' into digital .form and has a
computer playing Bach and Vivaldi
through its loudspeaker:

'IV In Provo, Utah, a private school'has
been established to test the concept

. that computers can* be used effec-
tively in every facet of teaching...

En Northern California, a new "high
technology" high,,schoot opened in
the fall of 1982, filgy equipped with
sophisticated computers donVeit$y
nearby electronics4irms.

* In Denver,. the local school bdaccl
has ordered that all students learn
introductory keybiiard skills at' the
eaioliest possible 'age and has served
llonce:that completer literaoy will
soon be required of all students and
teachers.

IN Net!

At the higher edUCation level, stu-
dents in freshgan English classes at
Cornell University wine their essays
An a computer whilo, French and.:.
philosophy professors it Wells Col
lege have written their on computer
programs to help students in their
classes.

*Ni



Why Now?
Why this seemingly sudden interest in

computer technology? After all, computers
have been available at most universities-

' and many schools for years without spark -
:ing the interest that now seems to be
sweeping the country. And preVious flirta-
tions with educational technology, .notably
teaching machines and .clasSroOfn..tele-
vision, proved evanescent. Only pocket cal-, -.
culniors Ought on, and the impetus for-

using fheMcame 'primarily from students,
not teachei$ or administrators.

Those involved in the computer craz.e.,
cite a number-of reasons why microcorly.,'
puters seem tube gaining increased favor
in school and college classrooms. First,
microcomputers unlike their larger
predecessors are relatively inexpensive,
self-contained, reliable and easily access-
ible. It isn't necesary to wait for open lineS
to share time on a larger centrally located
computer, for exampk: .

: I

The Lisa. Breakthrough'1,
One of the major barriers to putting microcomputers into every 'home. classroom

and business is that-they still require a certain degree of sophisticated understanding
and knowledge to be operated. They are not yet entirely "user friendly."

That began to change in January 1983 when the Apple computer firm inteoduced
Lisa, an unusually simple to operate although expensive ($104000) ;desktop
microcomputer. r: kr.

Later in the year Apple is expected to. announce Mackintosh a more affordable
($2.0Q0) version of Lisa. 1 1

..;.

Using a small device called a "mouse," Lisa alloWien:operator to communicate
with Age computer through simple graphics' rather than the traditional text displpiiihd
keyboard input devices employed by other microcomputers. In addition, Lika has
"integrated software." All programs work together and can share information easily and
conveniently.

As such( "user friendly" means of operating microcomputers become more
common anOilitSeeolpensive the last barrieis to widespread cbmputeruse.will
have fallen.

1111$11111\kIIIIIMS11111\111

Photo cpurtesy.of.Personal Computing magazine, February 1983. Reproduced with 'permission.
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Second, there's widesprefld, growing
awareness on the part of both teachers and
students that computers are going to be-
come increasingly smaller, less costly and
more useful to ordinary people in the
years ahead. As a result, there's a greater
incentive to use computers in schools and
colleges.

Third, almost every research study one
the effectiveness of computer- assisted in-
struction indicates that it leads to higher
student achievement than traditional in-
struction alone. Students seem to leafn
more with computer-assisted .instruction.

Also, many teachers apparently like the
new Microcomputers. Contrary to popular
.belief, teachers not only aren't afraid of
the computer age, they seen eager to join
it and help bring their students along.
According to a survey of elementary school
teachers by Instructor magazine, reported
in its May ,1982 issue, 86 percent of more
than 4,000 respondents had an above-
average to high-level of interest in com-
puters. The survey also found that 78
percent of the teachers responding can

operate computers, 64 percent have some
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prograniming skills and 39 percent help
other teachers use computers.

Future Possibilities
As for the future role of computes in

education, the views of three specialists
provide some insight:

Christopher Evans, an experimental p'Sy-
chologist and computer scientist who died
unexpectedly in 1979, spe.culated in his
book, The Micro Millenium, about the
impact computes will have on medicine,
law and education. The human role in all
three will decline, he surmised, as open-
ended conversational computer programs
are developed that can diagnose ailments
and prescribe cures, search for legal prece-
dents and' render advice or provide instruc-
tion in both basic and more advanced
skills. There will continue tb be a need for,
surgeons, trial lawyers and master teach-
ers, Evans conceded, but he4wasn't very
sanguine about the future pfospects for
others in these three fields.

"Does it seem incredible that a tiny
package no bigger than a calculator could

d



pick up the reins of'the teaching profes-
sion?"'Evans asked. ... -The truth is that
the world is about to move from the era
where knowledge comes locked up in de-
vices known as books, knowledge which
can only be released once the keys to their
use have been acquired. In the era it is
about to enter, the books will come down
from their shelves, unlock and release
their contents, and cajole, even beseech,
their owners to make use of them."

Far less pessimistic about the future role
of teachers in an information society is
Joel .Birnbaum, director of Hewlett-
Packard's computer research center in
California. There are limits on how much
students will ever be able to learn from
computers alone, Birnbaum said in a
speech ort the future of microelectronics
and education at the 1982 annual conven-
tion of the National Association of Sec-
ondary Schdol Principals. He suggested
that the most exciting new applications of
computers to education could result from
combining computing and communica-
tions technologies« connecting low-cost
computers on a global scale through the
telephone and television.

Birnbauni suggested that through such
linkages students in foreign language
courses could learn by way of teleconfer-.
ences with classes in schools in other coun-
tries. He noted that in the future a 'student
writing a research paper will be able to
have access; through a conventional home
television set linked to a microcomputer,
to any reference work, book, magazine or
newspaper, and it will be available page-
by-page, topic-by-topic as needed.

He anticipates the development, over
the next few years, of microcomputers the
size of pocket calculators that know gram-
mar, can spell, translate and solve algebra
problems. He suggested that if every stu-.
dent had such a machine and knew how to
use it, schools could -concentrate on crea-
tive applications of knowledge" and leave
routine teaching chores to machines.

(Computers capable of augmenting
many routine teaching chores as described
by Evans and Birnbauth will employ what
is known' as "artificial intelligence," a sub-
field of computer science that's devoted to
developing machines capable of symbolic
reasoning and problem-solving.)

Seymour Papert, a mathematician who
studied with Piaget, is associated with the

Jj
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Artificial Intelligence Laboratory at the
Massachusetts Institute of Technology.
He helped develop the computerized cur-
riculum of the Lamplighter School in
Dallas. Papert believes that with the aid of
properly programmed microcomputers
children can begin to learn to read and
write at the age of three: He also believes
that if every student had his or her own
personal microcomputer it would be.pos-
sible for them to learn in 12 years what
now takes 13 (kindergarten plus 12 grades).
Saving the cost of one year of formal
.schooling, he points out, would more than
make up for the cost of giving every child
a computer.

But Papert doesn't believe computer in-
struction will ever replace the need for
schools. "1 think that obviously it will
always be necessry to have places where
children come together and interact so-
cially with one4nother and come into
contact with a wichr variety of adults than
they meet at home," Papert says. However,
he adds, "the concept of school where a
teacher has a job of imposing in an authori-
tarian way fixed curriculum on a fixed
group of children, I think that's going to
go away. 1.think we've adopted that kind
of method only because of the primitive
conditicins of learning up to now."

Compitter Literacy

The term that is widely used to describe
.a person's ability to understand, operate
or ,program' computers is "computer lit-
eracy." It is a term that in education circles
is the subject of a continuing debate about
what constitutes an appropriate standard
for computer skills.

Some believe a student shoulq be consid-
ered "computer literate" when fie or she is
capable of operating a computer as well. as
other machines such as a calculator or
typewriter.. Others contend that students
should be able to demonstrate program-
ming skills before being considered com-
puter literate. Still others believe students
should also understilind how computers
work.

44
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Ernest Anastasio, vice president for re-
search for the Educational.Testing Service
in Princeton, N.J., believes that "we've got
to get below that opaque level of putting
computers into the schools and teaching
kids to run programs. We've got to teach
them how the computer functions and
what its potential applications are, so that
they will have the knowledge. to make
intelligent choices in their later lives."

Stephen White, director of specialproj-
ects for the Alfred P. Sloan Foundation,
says that the idea that all students "sbould
be acquainted with the computer in some
reasonably respectable fashion is surely no
more radical a thought than the proposi-
tion that they should be able to read and
write."

A few colleges and universities and at
least one local school district already have
moved to require some form of computer
literacy as a precondition for graduation.
This is the case at the Rochester Institute
of Technology, for example, and at Ham-
line University beginning with freshmen
who entered in the fall of 1982. Clarkson
College and Drexel University will require
all students to have their own personal
computer beginning with 1983 incoming
freshmen. And in February 1983, the
suburban Denver school district of West-
minster added a year of computer training
as a graduation requirement, beginning
with students entering high school in the
fall.

How important will computer literacy
be in future years? A study of the nation's
future technical training needs, published
in early 1982 ky the Denver-based Educa-
tion Commistion.of the States (ECS), pro-
vides some indications. While the ECS
study does not focus on computer literacy
per se, it does spell out the kindsof skills
high: school graduates will need for self-
sufficiency in a society where the computer
chip is replacing oil as the driving 'force qi
the economy.

Noting that the nation's labor market is
shifting steadily from unskilled and semi-
skilled blue-collar jobs to technical and,.
professional positions that require a higher
order of sknowleclife, the study warns that
"unemploymenti4 likely to increase unless
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'the educational delivery systems can react ;

fast enough to/train workers in the critical:,

The skills that will bg,nbled, according
to the ECS inadditiOfii4
basic reading, 4.W!itihS,Tand computation
skills --a.;te abilitrta evaluate and analyze',

and problem-solving
; skills, creativity, decision-making abilities

and "communication skills through a \tali-
ety of modes." .

However, data from the National As-
sessment of Educational Progress "pro-
vide convincing evidence that by the tithe
(today's) students reach the age of 17,
many do not possess higher-order skills,
including problem-solving, analysis, criti-
cal thinking and evaluation. . . . Not only
is the percentage Of studbnts who possess
higher-level skills 'minimal, it is also de-
clining," says the ECS study.'

What Are.The Problems?

Assuming that increasing computer lit-
eracy among high school students would

I.

,

0

re,help cldse tegaYbetwe6nthe kind of
Labor ferc.A4itte"-natiOn:s going to 15e need-

gradu-
ates::It'fs'.:currently.:bio.ducing, what are

.2sOme' Cr( the barriers. stanciidg bb i Wee n
--4,1terewe ve. ,need to be
heading?

To begin with, the so-called "micro-
computer revolution" 'has occurred so rAp-
idly it began about 1977 that the
umber of classroom computers is growing

more rapidly than the number of experi-
enced teachers trained to use them and the
ability of education schools to prepare
prospective teachers in their use.. "The
machines are appearing rapidly in schools,
but they are getting used poorly or not
used at all," observes Alfred Bork, director
of the Educational Technology Center at
the University of California, Irvine. .

David Moursund, a professor of com-
puter science at the University of Oregon,
which has. had a computer education pro-
gram since 1970, estimates that as few as
five percent of the more than 1,300
teacher-training 'programs in the nation

6
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offer undergraduate courses in computer
education.

A related problem at the higher educa-
tion level is the growing competition with
industry for faculty members who arc.

qualified to teach the computer sciences.
As Stanley Pogrow,.asociate professor of
edueational adMiriitratitin at the Univer-
sity of Arizona, has 'obServed. now that
ttiie primary business of business is the

The Great Awakening'of 1982
,

When historians in the year 2000 look back on The 20thcentury, they may well
note that in 1982 a great awakening'took place In American education.

That was the year in which awareness of a, growing educational deficiency
became widespreadand a number of efforts began to counter it.

.The deficiency was identified 'and publicized by the Denver-based Education

Commistion of the States (ECS). A _federally funded ECS project., the National
Assessment of Educational Progress,-had disclosed alarming declines in the number
of students capable of thinking critically and able to manipulate data. This at a time
when the nation already was moving from an industrial to an information-oriented
economy. It appeared that just as the need for people prepared .to work a high
technology society was increasing, schools were turning our' :fewer. raiffer than
greater numbers of. such people. .

But one of the striking features of the American system, the historians will note,

is its cesponse capacity.
ECS took the lead, alerting the nation's governors to the problem'and mobilizing

them to begin dealing with it on a state-by-state basis. At the 1982 annual meeting of
the National Governors' Association, ECS officials presented a plan for improving
mathematical and scientific literacy throughout the nation a proposal that initially
was acted upon by only a few states but which within a few years had become a new
nationwide educational policy.

On the national scene, growing awareness of the need to increase technology
literacy levels was reflected in the introduction of legislation, reminiscent of the post-
Sputnik National Defense Education Act of 1958, to provide local school districts with
incentives to develop and implement new programs in mathematics, science and foreign

languages. And in his early 1983 State-of-the-Union address, PresidentReagan empha-

sized the role of education in bolstering the nation's economic recovery.and committed

his administration to improving mattpmatics and science teaching in the schools.
Earlier, two leading national science organizations had issued reports and action

plans to avert the growing deficiencies in mathematics and science'education. The
National Science Board, policy-making arm of the National Science Foundation,
established 'a commission on pre-college education in mathematics, science and
technology to help schools improve their teaching of those disciplines. And the
American Association for the Advancement of Science published a report, "EducatiOn

in the Sciences: Developing Crisis," whichoutlined a variety of actions, incliding
support for teach s through the production of special materials and efforts to gain

recoilnition for ood teachers. . ,

And education organizations, often at odds on other issues, joined the movement.
Both the Council- of Chief State School Officers and the American Federation of
Teachers, for example, announced plans in 1982 to establish new partnerships
betwee'n the business and education communities to explore ways of alleviating

. shortages of science and mathematics teachers and improve curricula in those areas.
The 'result of the great awakening of 1982? We'll have to await the verdict of

historians in the year 2000.
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generation and manipulation of informa-
tion, both universities and industries are
seeking the same ki of talent. Because:

t indikstry usually pa s more, even as the
nation's colleges an universities face the
need to prdvide mo e computer-related
instruction, they are con onted with short-
ages of key personnel. he National Sci-
ence Foundation rece ly estimated that
10 percent of existing electrical engineer-
ing positions at, colleges and universities
were vacant.

A third problem is equity. According to
Sam Gibbon, director of a science and
mathematics project at the Bank Street
College of Education in Manhattan, unless
all children in all schools are provided
equal opportunities to gain computer lit-
eracy, "we run the risk of empowering
some learners and disenfranchising others.

."We.inust find ways of enabling children
, in pdorer schohldistricts to have access to
:, the electronic:learning environment in ad-

.

' dition to'.; students in well-to-do areas,"
.

Gibbon.aSserts. :

.>.

'
UnlesS W4i1.4iwp. could, as Chrivopher

Evans wrote,'fina:Ourselves with a genera-
tion of children shafply divided between
those who have amplified their own brain

r with that of the computer and those
emain wedded to the haphazard ig-

alAce of the pakt."..
r 'n tkit'hougli microcomputers cost consider-
: kb ?less than their predecessors, and while
t, prices are dropping steadily, it still re-
,..

,st
q. i s*Itbealthy investment for financially

fed school districts to purchase sub-
;,..1ta ial numbers of machines and pro-

giani 4 one time. And so, cost isanother
. h

1 I
n: many communities, however,

:,aietinding ways to get computers
liie'schools. Through bake sales, car
e,' auctions and the like they- raise. , ..

ey.J0,,inSure that their children won't
.. .i.,

.I's, 'b41.6.0,14.,.'..0zen teachers have gotten into
?,tfi.e.itiC0114:.,19.8,1, a sixth grade teacher in

I: 41,..,t4Ok.. out a personal loan of
1 ,.'60.0O:IiiiYt. his students computer

:....64op\iiie;hiland'':.frograms. "It was worth
::.;.:jitek::nieh.q.,i;-be,-said, to see the excite-

Atittelii.'Iny,Alds4, eyes and witness the
t:.'.-414Y`tb,iti'04C.'yekleXppriented as a result of
.,!,-44f0hilirrg, AA' a microcomputer."

Federal - legislation to give computer'
corripanies a tax writeoff of up to 200

;-;`.percent of manufacturing costsyfor
T.'?' chines donated to public schools wax:

pending in the Congress in early 1983.
Proponents of the so-called "Apple bill"
claimed more than.100,000 new computers
would be put into schools almost over-
night if the sal were enacted. Op-
ponents contended' sage would saddle
schools with machines did. not know
how to use while companie ceived sub-
sidies for dumping products t ey couldnot sell. '

Finally, there are "software "problems.
"Software" is the term computer aficiona-
dos use to refer to the programs that malte
the machines or "hardware" function
as they .do. Vicki Blum, a researcher at
ColUmbia UniversityIs Teachers College,
recently examined a ntini.br,of, the larger*computer curriculum. programs available
from leading publishers and concluded:

Fok programs teach concepts; most
are multiple. choice, drill and prac-
flee
Most prograin Objectives don't in-
clude higher-order:skills such as .
comprehension, application,
sis and evaluation.
Graphicsare rarely used.
Most are mathematics programs.
Few programs are designed for high
school use,
Major emphasi,is'..:On the recall of .

previously learned.444.

According to Mae*tkkri,,direct`or of
the Carnegie CorPoration-ftked:Projeet7.4,,
on Inforthation TechnologY'.*':gduca-

,....

fion, the lack of good is the., pee-,
dominant problem in the education .ctim-
puter field: "Up to .this...peii40:7:41e'says;...
the new technologies ItiVe4i4iti;fi-Oed in

the main to push facto: irttudents" -77-'
what Mao Tse Tung Called. stuffing the
duck'."

Forces for Change

And so, there apparently aren't enough
qualified teachers, either in the classrooms
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or the pipelines: the social consequences of
inequitable learning opportunities could
prove divisive: and the shiny new tin cans
often are filled with halfrbaked beans.
Despite these problems, however,- a num-
ber of forces appear to be converging. to
Move the nation's ,schools and colleges
inevitably'into the computer age.

The most obvious of these is pressure
from the business community. As com-
puters increasingly become primary work
toqls, business leaders will increa singly
demand that prospective employees be as
familiar with them as today's prOs ective
secretary or machinist is expected to ,know
how to operate a typewriter or meta ,lathe.

Second, as more and more households
are equipped with microcomputers, more
and more p rents will demand that their
children ha t opportunities to learn about,
them at s ool.

Third, as already noted, teachers seem
.willing to accept. (hem and learn how to
use them. Many teachers undoubtedly will
welcome a device that relieves them of
routine chores such as,drilling stude.nts on
basics and gives them the freedom to be
more creative.

Finally, most -students seem to take to
computers with eagerness, confidence.
even panache. In ,the end, that may well
prove to be the most telling force of all.

;I

Some Sanguine Speculation .w

-If Joel Birnbaum, Seymour Papert and others are .correct abbtltrirOv micro-
computers could enhance education, their inferences have exciting implications for
the future of learning. /

Cpmbining their optiMistic outlooks with social forecaster John Naisbitt's con-
tention that every acceptable advance in high technology must have a countervailing
huMan "high. touch" counterpart makes it possible to speculate that by the turn of the
century:

7

Students,.aided by friendly; hand-held personal computers, will be more
independent, more "turned on" to learning and thus more willing'and able to
move beyond the mundane to explore the excitingand creative aspects of
once-dull aubjeCts:: .

Teachers Oil find that thertiny machines which nave relieved them of so
": much .inatrUctional.tediUrk:also have piqued the curiosity of their students,

therebyprqviding a more receptive and responsive audience.
Classes, no 'longer virtually the only mode of instruction, will be more
exciting, both because students will: welcome human interaction as an
alternative way of learning and because teachers will find greater stimulation
in concentrating on the enrichment aspects of subjects for stqdents who are
eager to learn.
Schools, although only. one of many places where learning will' take place,.
will- continue to be ttie linchpin of education, for they will Oe where it all
comes together -- where teacher and learner will join in humanendhumane
juxtaposition, adding a "high touch" component to subjeCii. introduced
thiough electronic technology and providing a setting for,tha::eZploration of
subjects that require interaction with people or-special :equiPrnent, such as
laboratory experiments, public speaking, physical education iiice'draena.
Learning, no longer something imposed by someone else, ettricted to a
-prescribed curriculum and limited to a certain time andplace,' nd longer dull
and unexciting-; Will become an integral part of daily life, readily available on
call.
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It Takes A Lifetime
Learnal by aduItils a natdral continuation of earlier learning
and_ an integral part of all life -experience.

New York Board
State Goals for Adult Learnt

Adult education in the United States is elitist and g

use&to seem simple, "Education.r..Was
considered to .be little more than .i:inAer
of spending a few early *ars acquiring
certain' predetermined minimum skills and
one was set for life.

But learning doesn't begin with kinder-
garten or preschool, nor, does it end upon
high school or college graduation. Al-
though we Commonly consider "education" .

as a_.process that takes place ii sch of or
college, in truth; the greater iiartbf earn-
ing occurs outside the classroom Jr la ora-%
tory, in the home, the community\ at
Work and play.. In Colonial America,
schools were regarded as but one of many,
educatiOnal ihstitutions.:The family,
Church,'farm and shop were of equal if not
greater importance in imparting knowl- '-
edge. Our traditional .perCeption of edu-
cation as almost totally school - related is
barely 100 yearS old.

.

One of the hallmarks of an information
society is continuous change. To adapt,
people are going to have to alter their
concept of educatipn. -It can no longer be -; .

regarded as something that can be pre-
packaged, consumed atone sitting or series`
of sittings over a limited ..pefied of time
and digested sthificiently terast'a lifetime.
Instead, it is becoming 'an uninterruPteck..

Regents'
ervices

ing more

K. Patricia Cross
Growing Gaps, and Missing Links

4
lifelong process, a journey rather than a
destipatip,n.

A,Ithetigh the phrase "lifelong learning7:-
properly refers to learning from "cradle to.
grave," it most commonly is used to refer
to. learning by persons beyond the age of
compulsory schooling who are not full-
time students. Such "adult education" c n
be organized or self - directed, fetnial or
informal. It ranges from an individual.(,-.%
sitting down alone with a self-help book (b4r';'4.

.groups of asItilts in classrooms, community.
centers and church basements. pursuing
learbing for career or personal enrichment.

The diversity and magnitude of such
adult educatiiirt erideavcirs defiesquantifi- r'

cation. Researchers estimate that
than 80 percent of the adult population %.
carries-eut some kind of learning project
each year an&etWee.n 2,(Yand 40 percent
.participate in some kind of orgrized
learning activity.

As the American-Poptilatior ages by
the year 2000 the median ,age will have
risen from 30 to more than 37 -7 employ-,
mint wilLincreasingly be linked to knowl-
edge and-leihure will be less,,,and less an
unskillelkpivity.As a result, adult -educa-
tion promises to become of greater concern
to more people. .



duct Ed,utiktjOn Today

Patti:Barton, vice president for planning
and development at the National Institute
for Work and Learning, points out that
until recently adult education activities'
served primarily- two kinds of clieptele:

InstruCtion provided employees by
business and industry,.,:both in basic
:skills and as preparation for' moire
-advance0wi)ik-assigtimeitts.

-instuction; either self-
thOugh. !h eite'St6a, cor-

.reSpOnderide Courses.

young addlts seeking to..completeith,94 A 198 s report of the CalifOrnia .

high school diploma requirements= and Postsecondary tdueaticin Commission
older citizens soeking enrielnue4t arta. life- summarizes. what is known-about adult
enhancement opportunitieS: 'Now, as learners' in 'America today: Most are
America males the transfdrmation from young, a-nglo land Well-educated. The
an industrial to an information society, a greater their level Of- education, the more
third group has emerged: citizens in their likely they'are to,engage in adult learning.
"middle yearswho seek utilitarian train- They tend itiAive. in Urban or suburba ''
ing or retraining linked to employment. areas. e majority are women; while

overall, parti ipatidn in adult learning has
increased gradually civet the; past two dec-
ades, the number of adult women learners
is increaSing more than t,iiice as'fast as

schools, colleges, community groups ,
rileic:Most adult learnerspiefer traditional

*bileagencies or private organ4a-: instructional techniques, with conventional
tiotisr.. :- _. lectUre-:baseif College courses consistently '.

Three kinds of adult learningopportuni-
ties currently are available:

Organized instructkion, fopacademic
credit or noncredit, conducted by

-
'ranking first ,aMong preferred learning,,,,'

-4

;', 'W111ft"'.

4-
r'

I

metirodS,.
Adult learners'show a strong preference-

for evening courses taught during the .week;.
in high school. or''' College settings.' About
40 percent of adult learners take courses
for academic credit, although anglos are
less likely than Othei:groups to seek credit
for their adult learning experiences. Two-
and, four-year colleges are the most fre-.
quently used sources of instruction. (The
number of colleges arid ,universities offer-
ing noncreeit courses bas. more than
doubled in recent years:)'

In his book, Worklife.Ziansitions: The
Adult Learning Connection, Paul Barton ,

describes no less than a dozen different
kinds of adult learningoprfortunities that
are readily available today. These can be
divided into fivevategiiiies:.

I . Traditional ::Schools and colleges,
including vocational, trade and busi-
ness schacili, that offer, everything
from adult basic education to part-
time graduate study.

2. Business- related On-the-job edu-
cation and training by business and
industry, a multi-billion dollaieffort.:..
involving millions of workers. every.



year. plus training opportunities of-
fered .by labor anions and profes- .

sional associations.
Governent-related Education
and training opportunities for focal.

.

state and federai.gOvernment em-
ployees, 'plus a 'ariety of federal
employment and training programs
and agricultural educatiOn programs

provided through!. .The. Cooperative.
Extension Serice. .

scommunity-rela(ed Riograins
offered by .0hurchs. `Cs. the. Red
Cross. civie.'social.service and c'ul-
ttiral organizations, plus so-ealled
free schools and universities.
hic/iticlith/focus ----7'.Altho ugh 'mosi
adult education requires some

,An.Exercise in Experiential Learning
. ,

One of the most_unUsual lifelong (pit Wag:prow:0.0s aVailable today is Outward'
Bound, an educational program fcir .Youths and ,adtili-s. that combines strenuous
physical and mental development in remote wilderness areas.

Since the concept came to America in 190, more than 90,000 people
graduated horn' Out-ward::13bund programs condUcted by independent; nonprofit

Photo courtesy, of Outward Bound

1M&.
-1-1111h.211,111111

schools in eight states = Colorado, New HaMpshire, NeW Mexicd, Maine, Minnesota,
.North Carolina, Oregon Arid Wyomina,.

:

Founded to teach the skills of clear and cagficient thought,. coinmuoica'tion and
survival; Outward Bound provides different programs-for studs*, bueiness executives,..the7hap.FliCaPPed; alboholice, prisoners, and delinquents. .

An experienced-based approach to self-discoyery and personal growa OutWard
BaundeUses wilderness challenges as its teichitig medi10-.-paiiicipants are PreSented

,with a.yseries of inbreasingly difficult physical. andinentat probli3-Ms. They must.,cail
upon unrecOOtzect reserves ofsihdiyilual 'strength andZiarseiVerance to survive. At the
same time, the .stOdetit learns the riecessityehO'reki.niivis,ifif woikihg well with-Other:1,
People. .

,
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gree of individual initiative, t.A:o
have a distinct individual'focus,7-:::
correspondence ins r,tidtiem and pri-i;
%:ate instructiory.::eith'er alone or
one-on-one with'

!
0 a.

'''Ttiree Problems .-,
Leaders ora lifelong ke4rttingirroject at

b . the Education CommisSiOn of ti% Stares.
(ECS) have identified three prolMems
adult education in America

lt.'s inequitable. According
Patricia Cross, who heads the ECS

. project's planning board, "Between
l99 and. 1975 adult)eariiing activi-
ties 6r. `ihe coll4e'llducated in-
creasedalmost twicg.:a0ast as for
high school graduateS and the par-
ticigatiOn for anglos increased eight
times: as fast as that for blacks. The

,education ;gap between the 'haves'
and 'hi:Ve.tiots' is increasing." Cross,

. a research scientist for the Educa-
tional Testing Service and visiting
professor at the Harvard Gracknate; .

Spkool of Education, claims." rc4,
bt, .

t

b S.

is ,,Pfp' bably more opportunity now
for disWvantaged Olin& ',people to
gain access to college thAnifor older
disadvantaged adults to Continue the
kinds of education that would be
useful to them."
Little is being done to match the
learning needs of low-inCOfne or mi-
nority .:adults with exittsiug4idult
learning opportunities. Adults who
"venture into the thicket gf available
education and training opportunitiet
in searcH of needed .employment

.1;. 3
skills or personal :gleirlopment op-

; 'portuhities run seriiitiS;risks of possi
ble frustration and disiiipointment."

',;says William Hilton, director Of' the
;: need£CS project. "We nee a blind dine

46,matching service," he adds. Cross
believes that "brokering services and
education information centers con---:
&mute our greatest hope for shaping
the learning society to serve the
needs of a democratic societyi;:..
Education policymakers are y'crififk.
oriented. Servi0 to adult learners is
seldom on their Agenda. There has
never been a ptiblic,COmmitment to
support adult eduCation in a manner

Adulfl.eariing in the Year 2000
If likeight goals for adult learning services that have been adopted by the New

*riirk laird of Regents were to be expressed as present-tenep reality, avision of what

`adult learning could be in the year 2000 emerges: e%.-

Learntrig by adults is recognized, encouraged and supported as a matter of

putlic policy.
Learning *qui., 'n the home and throughout the community at places and

times conNnie o adult learners.
..:,Providers of services collaborate 3o assure a full range of offerings and

effective use of0potirces.
"At New learning technologies are widely used at home and at work.

All adults whO need basic skills instruction receive it free of charge.
Information and guidance service& are readily available.
Informesi consumer choice assusi3s high qualitifservides from all providers.

.Approprizitic,ecognition far learning is provided, so that however achieved,

educational' accomplishmentpcanlie validated and used for occupational
advancement or entry to advehced study.

adult learners and the private sector provide most of theiupport for
adult learning opportunities, pOblic funding plays a key role in. assuring the

availability of basic services and access
a

56 PCP? rlificif4 I e't. .
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anywhere comparable toShe,commit-
ment to eduCate children. Although
Congress in 1978 enacSd legislation
designed to make available "appro-
priate opportuniiies for lifelong
learning fqr.a11,4 no funds have ever
been appropriated. "Too many pol-
icymakers see adult learning as a
luxury sojnething youi do after,
taking care of basic lear.rring," (Ob-
serves Hiltoh.

Future Prospe6ts

.

quality' educational experience for
0.them. .

4. Reliable psojeetionit of the long-4
term validity Of certain career and .. ,
educational choices. `

'5. For those who needoir, help in re- ,'
dating what they,knpw abodi then*-'
,,,selves is available educlition and ,*
trainho.opportenities.* It :.

. .
.0, ,,. ..

The RCS. pritject i working with a
number of states to help bring this kind
system into dt eihg. 'Kansas,. for. exartOrtlt,
has completed a Comprehensive study of
what kciultleatters ire peeking a,nd what's .

available; Ohio isdeveloptng linkages 1:;e-
.,tween collEges ancI4 universities and the
businesticommun4 4NeW York has

',-)adopted eight, gofils for, adult services in
policymakers.'lf they continue to beobtus'e. the year 2000 and bills have been intro-..
about the growing importance of lifelong deuced ifi thetate legislattre to implement.
learning, Cross' concerns about the grow-
ing gap between the advantaged and dis-", MeanwAilenew.communications tech-
advantaged could result in a divisive na- i nologie6 promise to change the character
tional tragedy. This could be ave1ted, Oof adult learning delivery systems in the
however, if policies are adopted to make it yea's ahead.. The University of Mid-
possible for Americans from all walks of -America, for example, uses television to

to move easily in and out of organized , broadcast courses to 4,000 students in a
learning'activities that are affordable, tai- Mqlti-state region of the Midwest. And
lored to their needs and available at con- more than 500 colleges and universities
venient times and places. have agreed to make academtt credit avail-

The future course of adult leaLning
America appears to depend in large part
on. the attitude and actions of public

At the top of the public policy agenda to
hetP,bring this abOut could be the forma:-
Lion of what Hilton calls.statewide in- ,

formation and guidance systenTs" for
"Preventive education" characterized by
five features:

Emphasis ,upon .helping learners
better understand themselves. their
unique skills and interests.

able to adults who enroll in television
courses offered through the Public Broad.:
casting Service;

The National Home Study Council, in a
1982 report, foresees significant growth in
adult learnMg outside traditional class-,
rooms, what' it-calls "distant education."

Through the use of video tapes, video
discs, cable television, personal micro-
domputers and telephone satellite hook-
ups, the Council anticipates the.clevelop-
ment of low-cost study packages that will2. Availability of currenta nd objective-
make it possible for adults to learn whatinformation on ,,the full range ofl
they -1,arit at times and places of their dWnpublic and private instructional op--

portunitios and support services that
Creating integrated ita'.rning systems bymight be available to ther% at any+

time. combining new technologies wivb tradi-
. tional tools swill as books and black-

,

3. Provision of . consumer protection boards may help pave the way to a new
information.designed to enableiftdi- definitiolli of education: 4 journey that
viduals to judge .what is or is not a *takes'a lifetime.*

choosing.

1
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C H A. E R E I G H T

Forces Reshaping Values
If morality occupies a natural and necessary position in the
affairs of civilized hum ,pnkind, and is not the exclusive province
of organized religion, then it is the common responsibility of all
men and women to accept the teaching of moral values in a
system of public education.

T. H. Bell
Values and Moriility

We ill serve ourselves or our children by preparing ourselves or
them for a life of .freedom and easy. pleasure that may never-
come, and that will'certainly never last. We hld better prepare
ourselves and them for reality, for reality that is infused with
values no less thin with facts, with moral laws no less than
physical laws.

John R. Silber
The Gods of the Copy Book Headings

Willis Harman, widely respected Stan-
ford University scientist and futurist, be-
lieves that- -four important influences on
American society and American education
over the next decade or so will involve
questions 'of values. "I think that, value
issues are much more essential to educa-
tion in the near-term future than they have
been in the near-term past," Harrrion said
at an Urban Ed 2000 conference in March
1982.

The four influences cited by Harmon
are:

Ne technology, particularly com-
puters "that can act in certain ways
like human beings."
The global situation, "itr which we're
going to have to think about our-
selves as a whole human population
living on a rather small planet."
New explorations into consciousness
and the unconscious mind.

A decade or so.of restructuring, "and
transition periods have their price."

Examples of values questions associated
with new technologies, according to Har-
man, include whether or not to continue
developing nuclear power, who ,should:
decide what new species should be.created
through .genetic engineering ancV what's
the worth of human being's when- com-
ptiters can do better, faster and cheaper
most tasks that a human can be trained to
do by step-by-step instructions.

As for global developments, Harman
noted that if our objective is to bring
nonindustrialized countries up to our level
of consumption, "then we have a pretty
serious resource and environmental prob-
lem. . . ." And yet, he added, there are
strong indicators that "there will be no
peace on the globe as long as there is mass
poverty, as long as there are severe and
increasing income disparities between the
very rich and the very poor and as long as

8
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The Morality of Genetic Engineering
Some genetic engineering morality issues already exist; others are lust around

the corner.
Several women with fertility problems are known to have become pregnant from

the sperm of Nobel Prize-winning scientists. The sperm, available from the Repository
for Germinal Choice in California after intensive screening of the woman by a panel of
three doctors, is inserted into her uterus over a four-day ovulation period.

The concept of deliberately breeding unusually talented children through the use
of "designer genes" has triggered criticism and controversy. Arthur Caplan of the
Hastings Center,, a New York institution that studies the ethics of biological and
mediCal issues, believes "most scientists are skeptical about the validity of the whole
approach. And from an ethical perspective the concept is little more than escapism.
Wehould be trying to bring out the best in all people by improving our schools rather
than getting involved in igenetic crapshoot to breed super people," Caplan says.

Although genetic engineering could lead to the elimination of human genetic
defects, the eradication of inheritable illnesses and the p4duction of crops that

_flourish under.difficult conditions, it might also be used to create sub-human hybrids
for use as'slaves, a presidential commission warned in 1982.

"Those who believe that the current treatment of animals in experimentation,
food production and sport is merally suspect would not be alone in being troubled
by the prospect of exploitive or insensitive treatment of creatures that possess even
more human-like qualities than chimpanzees or porpoises do," the report said.

Robert Sinsheirner, chancellor of the. University of California at Santa Cruz and
one of the nation's leading genetic researchers, says the ability to alter plants,
,animals and humans is imminent and Americans must begin thinking about how to
deal with the social consequences.

Sinsheimar, who is said to have came closer than anyone to creating life in the
laboratory, believes Athericans should come to an agreement on how, far they want
such research to continue in the next several decades.

.4
the majority of the' population oi( the
earth don't feel that they're getting a fair.

. deal dr that they have anychance really to
be in control of their own destiny."

Adtnces in the neurosciences, in ex-
ploring the nature of the human mind,
raise entirely different ',value questions,
Harman said. Findings in .consciousness

.research, for example, suggest that exist-
ibg educational procedures fail to develop

ti adequately intuitive or unceOnscious think-
ing. "We're going to go throilgh a dramatic
change with regard to this4atter," Har-
man prediced, ':and we're going to come
to appreciate that in a certat ',sense the
most competent, the most , the most
creative parts of our.- min4 are largely
unconscious."

. A

^ In additiou., he said. we now have survey
data that irildicates a recent s'14 toward

more concern with inner-directed values
and less emphasis on status and economic
values. That shift involves a fairly sizable
grdup of people, Harman said, perhaps a
fifth oryuarter of the nation's adult popu-
lation. "Something remarkable is happen-
ing in our belief system," he observed.

One of the hallmarks of a period of.
,

profound change...Harman added, is when
the 'most basic101tIls about the very nature
f human beings and the nature of the

an mind and its relation to the uni-
... erse become challenged by people who

f;,sere trained in the right answers to those
questions." This is what is happening in

tour post-industrial' society, he said'
r change as fundamental as (the end of the

middle ages. only it's coming far more'
rapidl, no's because of instantaneous
global .co'mm'unications.
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Significantly, this change in belief about
the nature of the human mind is -being
stimulated by important segments of the
science community preciselythose who
for so long were considered, and consid-
ered themselves, immune. to anything, such
as values, that seemi,ogly could not be
substantiated by emptrical measurement.
But now some scientists, notably Nobel
Prize winer Roger Sperry of the Cali-
fornia Institute of Technology, are assert-
ing that "a scientific approach to both the
theory and prescriptiOn."Of ethical values is
not only feasible, but i.S1-Sifar the best way
to go, offering the most promising, perhaps
only. visible hope for fUtini,generations."

As a isocial problem,. Sperry believes,
-human values can be. rated above the
more tangible global :Concerns such as
poverty, pollution, energy and overpopu-
lation on the ground that these more
concrete problems are all man-made and
are very largely products of human values.
Further, they are not correctable on any
long-term basis without effecting adaptive
changes in the underlying human values
involved."

Sperr'y anticipates "a natural fusion of
science and religion" that will "set in mo-
tion the kind of social changes needed to
lead us outiof the vicious spirals of increas-
ing puTation, pollution, poverty, energy
demands, etc."

Values Neglected -

Harman and others have noted that for
the past 50 years or so American schools
and colleges have neglected the teaching of
values because valueS seemed to have no
scientific bask.

Steven Muller, president of Johns Hop-;
kins University, believes "the biggest fail-
ing in higher education today is that we

Y fall short in exposing students to values:...
This situation came about because the
modern university 'is rooted in the scien-
tific method, having essentially turned its
back on religion. I am not hostile to the
scientific method it is a marvelous

means of inquiry, and it has been highly
productive but it really doesn't provide
a value system."

Harman believes that abotit 1950 "there
occur* one of the most rematkable value
shifts in all history." At that time, the
basic American value shifted from fru-
gality to consumption, Harman says. "We
invented something called planned obso-
lescence and we stopped calling one
another citizens and., we began to refer to
one another as consiimers."

Overindulgence,. in consumption un-
doubtedly contribUted to what Yankelo-
vich terms the ethic of self - fulfillment.
Toffler calls, it the acquisitive ethic of an
advanced Second Wave civilization and
notes that it gave rise to a narrow eco-
nomic definition of personal success.

The Tide Changes

In the 197Qs a variety of forces converged
to bring about the beginning of a Changing
tide. The transition from an industrial to
an information society has stimulated a
discernible shift in personal values, Toffler
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believes, a shift from a "market ethic" to helping students choose from among avail-
"prosumerism," marked by a phenomenal able alternatives, helping students reflect
-increase in self-help and do-it-yourself on the conseqUences of each alternative,
activity. "Instead of ranking people lky encouraging students to make choices
what they own, as the market ethic does, freely, providing students with opportun-
the prosumer ethic places a high value on ities to make public affirrhations of their
what they do," Toff ler writes in The Third choices and encouraging students to act,
Wave. "Having plenty of money still car- behave and live in accordance with their
ries prestige. But other characteristics choices.
count, too. Among these are)self-reliance, Critics of the valuers clarification ap-
the ability to adapt and survive under proach find fault with it on a number of

* difficult conditions and the ability to do counts, including:
things with one's own hands. . . ." .First, despite what its proponents claim,

YankeloVich, of course, sees a shift from values clarification is not values neutral.
anenn.Rhasis on self-fulfillmerit to an "ethic Many teachers encourage, even exhort
.,of -ca'nhmitment," in which people are in- Students to "narcissistic self-gratification,"

,

areasinsly concerned about their relation- critics claim.
Sliips.with others and their role in society. Second, by asserting the complete reia-

. At the same time the moral unrest that tivity of all values, teachers in effect equate
-sprartg prom Vietnam, Watergate and cor-. values with personal tastes and preferences.

9. : poraltAiruption sparked renewed interest, Third, because values clarification pre-.
v44,206:411 cation-o in American eler4en:- sents the individual self as the final arbiter

4"tarji,AnCseConaitfyt41041s.- ' of value, a direct contradiction of the
Pl'onrthe'inic14970g.14 annual Gallup Biblical view, critics contend- that values

poll on Affierican eatiCationhas indicated clarification has become a kind of religion
that nearly 80 percent of the people sur- in its own right, competin-g directly with
veyed favored "instruction in the schools other religious views.
that would deal with morals and moral In September 1982 the NatiOn'al.tnStittite
behavior.': The Social Sc. nce Education
Consortium in Boulder olo., compiled a
260-page sourceboo that identified six
different approaches to values education
and the books, articles, newsletters, films,
filmstrips,.records and tapes that had been
produced to help explain and promote
them.

The most controversial of these is a
teaching method known as %alues clarifi-
cation, which was developed in the 196,0s
and early 1970s by social scientists Lquis
Raps, Merrill Harman and Sidne4y-Simon.
Th% focus of values clarification is to help
students use both rational thinking and
emotional awareness to examine tileir per-
Sonal behavior patterns and clarify their
values. Teachers are not supposed to take
sides or indoctrinate students in values
positions. Teaching methods often involve
large- an el sthall-group discussions of
hypothetical, contrived and real moral
dilemmas. Teaching strategies include
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of Education, the federal goverimieni's
education research agency, announced
plans for a study of values clarification
teaching techniques and their effects on
students.

Moral DeveTiopment

Perhaps the most .highly regarded new
approach to values education, at least
Within the education community, is Ghat of
Lawrence Kohlberg, a 1!arvard psychol-
ogist who claims that moral development,
like intellectual development, is a natural
process that teachers can nurture in chil-
dren. Kohlblrg has adapted Piaget's the-
ories of cognitive development to moral
reasoning. He has identified six stages of
moral development:

Obedience and punishment Chil-
dren up to about the age of seven have ,



.;

.

0' respect or authority or values.
:Ttiq04y.,pilt of fear.
I-laCk-s0a(Ching Although children

till.' betiese it is right to have' their
inimed.i to .needs fttlfilled, they also

rewards or to have their favors
:rftrikr.ried;:,

iinrc4rikty Good behavior is that
thith''Oleases or helps others and is
Ofrlfrired, by them.,

'order At this stage, early
adOICkence what is right is dding

. ,,,...Ones.,Auty, showing respect for
aut dray.

contract .Pro'per action is
'defined in terms of the geriend rights,

iv uals as agreed uron by the
ciery. The U,S.Constitutrcur

a stage-five tiocument,:Kohlberg'
'.:Claims. *,

.

;,.1.ynivCrsalp'rinci,pleS qvf.brality"
' *based. on, aglierance to

Orinciples of jristice:, KOhitic4 cites.
;ocrate$. l'4,114144 Gandhi, and.:
'-l4artin Luther

-:'of stage-six morality.

.'lcohlberg's theory holds:,t, at each star0;
in moral reasoning is 'riSyhoiCrgi.Ca4404:',-
philosophically more matire.0-Sthei;,"
.yilgus stage.

',Kohlberg's critics quest
,.:Of his six stages:, disagree tit

must go through each of them sequentially
and point out, that values educators fre-
quently -create artificial situations that
have little to do with Teal life experiences.

Inculcation
. .

A third approach to values education.
une that seems to be gaining increased
support in the early 1980s. is more tradi-
tional, even "old fashioned." It's called
In4lcation and, as the label implies, its a

straightforward process wherebY'a teacher
instills upon students values and standards
that are deemed socially desirable. Unlike
values clarification. students are consid-

,- ered reactorS rather than initiators. /;kcho-,
InOlcation believe that the needs

and "'goals of Society transcend and even
definet14:jieeds arid goals of individuals,

One of fire. mpg widely used elementary
school lnculcationirriculums is "Char-

.., acter Ed ucation-." irrqiinced. by the Amer-
3,ican institute:for ;Character Education in
-San Antonio, TeA and distributed by the
Thomas Jeff6fsOri _Research Center in

,PaSadene."Calir.:While it employs a good
dearqf group diScussion, including encour-
aging ,.s.tudIktrts to state alternative solu-

.:,tiOas ro,prcihlerns: and porports to help
liifdiren tlevelqp 'their own sense of values,

in-tlictend: it reqUires teachers to incplcate
he aitdtt.

.

Ina small southwestern Vir(Pnii*Wofttiictkfiiidten are !perm to read from

textbooks from which 80 percent 'Of all ,!yeetiCeps tear

persistence.
-,.., `. The series of basic readers, firet06,0llifigid*:

a series of textbooks that emphaSiziChOpOSNispertOdfNek. is;40. ctuelitY and

183 >

-:, , ',',. :x % - -. : ," , '-'s 1 \ ),, . , :

were
tz,,-

years the

They are.McGuffey's Eclectic Readers; st*100. :
,Holmes Mcquffey, a scholar, educator and rtTiniiiet -Whit di ,ipc(i. rn ' \k`

'We felt that the children needed troli'valuOlikkipici`dtianlAn , ttoneSty, that
Modern basalreaders were watered doWe tots 01401,tSayiy***104$10,. IA. '.40pervisor

' of the reading ,program in the Briror,s<4`:;.Pi*IiCSdhiiili.'''';''''.
',. '';;:-.

Mc6uffey's Readers place. heavy eryipheili3Oki., thelp10:zI' 4'.
through a series of self-improvement4tori .:and poems draw"
authors. ,,k:

Bristol apparently isn't the only Siloo0 tatict,thet's r
series. Publishers that keep the boas on th reported fir
sales had climbed from 4,006-copies to 20, ti;*75.'

William

*Oh reading
e variety of

ra IVICquffey
1983 ;alai annual
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Atudents with predetermin d values such
as "politeness. helpfulness generosity and
kindness to peers an adults in their
classrooms." ,

Assessing Community Needs

Although most Americans apparently,,
Want and expect their schools to play an
important role in the moral education of
children, and futurists'anticipate the need
for a more value-oriented citizenry, many
kiii;school districts have been reluctant

values education.firograms for
Tear Of alienating segments -of the com-
munity.

In 1978, Phi DeltaKappa. A professional
education fraternity. identified a number
of concerns confronting ed utators.: Among

'them was how, in a pluralistic society,
:public schools could become involved in
teaching 'morals, values and ethics. To
help schools determine the core values
upon which such a progtam could be
developed, PDK established at Ohio State
Uhiversity a project to produce community

;s itryity- instruments. The result com-
1:Iihatipn of con.. unity values assessment
6r#1.4dures-that provide local school pol-
icymakers with a sense of the shared values
of their community, which values people
feel are important but lacking anti which
should be transmitted in schoolv.

With such information local 'achool
leaders can develpp %alues education
program that w have widespread cJom-

munity support and, not incidently, restore
local schools to a positi4,,o1 community
leadership.

e

One State's New Priority. :f

Improved education. is the first step in gettingAississippi. oft tne bottom rung of ,

the nation's economic ladder.
That's the message Gov. William Winter had been .preaching for several years:

Finally, just before Christmas 1982, after a 16-day special session, the Mississippi. ,e

legislature approved a $106 million package of education i:eforins.
Mississippi at the time had the nation lowest per capita income, and ranked first

among the-states in infant mortality,, teen -age pregnancy and birth defects. The U.S.

Army was rejecting 35 percent :,'at Mississippi volunteers for failing 'standardized
intelligence tests. The national failure rate was nine percent.,

In education, the state had the highest dropout rate in the nation, the lowest
salaries for teachers and ranked among the lowest in per pupil: expenditures. In

addition, it was the only state without a 'statewide public kinderge el program.. .

Gov. Winter described the 1982. education reform law as 0'monumental
'educatitIM and economic development program."

Its major provisions in616de:
04

Mandatory public kindergartens by 1986. it
Stiff penalties to enforce the state's compulsory attendance law.

Creation of commissions to raise,teacher education and certification stan-
dards and to develop a system for accrediting, schools on the basis of
performance.

Despite a poor economic climate, the Mississippi legislature voted for increased

sales and income taxes to pay for the sweeping education reforms..-'
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CHAPTER. NINE: A PROLOGUE

Plowirm Back

Everybody must give something back for something they get .. .
Bob Dylan.

FoOl17Iime Around

People, get ready . . .

--;J-he Impressions

. -:
Every fa mer knows you It'ave plow

back:into he soil at least as much as yoif'
take out or it doesn't keep working for

Fo some time, during our phase of
mass p oduction and specialization, we
have developed a rationale for not concern-
ing.ourselves with.the "whole piCture" or
being responsible for the consequences of
our actions.

There is no .need here to burden our
readers by paraphrasing the many credible

'analyses of our social ailments which
already exist in the literature. Iriffibut
praise or blame for past action or inaction,
our children woad like to face the future
with joyous anticipation and without fear.
The gift of life did not come with an
insurance policy, but it did come complete
with instructions locked deep in the collec-
tive intelligence of humanity. There is
every indication that we are nearing readi-
neks for a quantum leap of Understanding
and communication, a level jump that will

,replace our weaty insecurities with attrac-
tive new options for the expression .of

Much of human nature seems to follow
fashion. If so, we need not.waii;for every-
one to be ready to create a more sensible,
life. We need only network an initiative of
informed and respohsible leaders who are
willing to co-author a,,hopefifl future. In
setting a new fashion for others to follow,
we will enrich our cultural heritage.

We cannot expect the schools alone to
solve all of society's problems. The schools
did not create those problems and the
schools can't -solve them but they can
help, along with a community where all
citizens are willing to contribute money,
time arid energy. If yoted like to become
involuted, please contact

The human future or nonfuture
will te determyied .by the quality of our
educational entironment. .

Franklin ullen,
Chairman, Urban Ed 2000
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We'd Like Your. Reactions
and Support

To help URBAN ED;2000 continue its work, we'd like to know how yoti liked our first
Checkpoint, which we hope to make an annual series until the year 2000. f

Please answer, the following questions, add a personal note if you'd like and a
contribution if you're so inclined. Then please tear off this page and mail it to us in the

. adjacent self addressed envelope. Thanks for your support.

1 . I ai a:

parent

student

teacher

school administrator

higher education'

business person

politician

labor leader .

government worker

2, l_found Checkpoint 83 generally

other (explain)

3. I liked most (circle your choices)

Chapters 1 2- 3 4 5 6 7 8 9

4 Topics I would like to see covered in future Checkpoints include:

parent and infant education

business industry involvement in educatiqp
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G.

4.. V

.glOtal education

a

art and music education

economic and consumer education

k
health and 'nutrition education

paying for our schools

alternative learning possibilities

teacher preirtiora and recognition
4.

community education '"
RI

A

educatiowfor high teginol9gy

others (please specify)

r.

4

4
v

* $ 4
ft 0i a

10L..
.

5. I'm enclosing coclosing $ 1, for additional pies of

Checkpoint 83 at $6.gs each poste paid. f 4-

* I
i e

Iff ets

6
1: "A

Enclosed is4ny .contribution of $25.00 to become a pfrticipatfhA,
member of URBAN ED 2000, entitling me to newsletters and notices or-

. r seminars, workshops, the afillual Colloquium and other activities.''
* CIP

7 Please send me information about corporate, institutional and special

sponsorship.

8. My contribution (tax deductible) of,l, is enclosed to help
URBAN ED 2(500 continue its work.,

9. (0iiiional)

Name
0

OP Ailtgress..
1.

w 4,

Telephone Number
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OccupatiOn

tio) Interest "b.
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